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OFF III MONDAY
Envoys Waiting to Hear
Last Word From Home
THEN COMES THE
FINAL STRUGGLE.
"Prophets of Evil" Peedict Rupture,.
but This Is Not Apparently
the Finale.
HOWEVER THERE IS
A DEADLOCK ON HAND.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 18.—To-
day, as expected. the peace envoys
reached the conclusion of their con-
ferences. There are no definite an-
nouncements, but it. is generally un-
Ocrstood it is up to the final instruc-
• tons from home. There is no ruptare
but a deadlock which may terminate
in a declared failure to make peace
The conference tonight stands ad-
journed until !ifirosday, and until then
the finale of the effort to secure peace
it suspended.
Predictions for D.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. %S.-114114ln
the peace plenipotentiaries met today
it was practically with the tacit under-
standing that at the end of today's
session they would adjourn until Mon
ciay. The "prophets of evil," as those
who persist in believing that all hope
ef a treaty is gone are called, predict-
ed that today would witness the final
rupture and that at most there would
be only one rneet4ng, not for a final
effort to reach in accord, but to ex-
change the diplomatic amenities and
bid each other farewell. This does not
correctly represent the situation. Un-
less ronsething entirely unforeseen on
either side occurs today the final strug
gle will be postponed until Monday to
give both sides time to hear the last
wordsof their governments.
, '"Full Powers."
No matter what the written "full
powers" of plenipotentiaries extraor-
dinary may be, these modern day, of
the cable and telegraph which keep
.envoye in in-tent communication with
their home governments has made
more or less of a fiction of the "full
powers" which, in the olden days were
given to envoys charged by their gov-
•ernments with negotiating and setthng
international issues. Diplomatic negro
tiations are now conducted by emper-
ors and governments rather than by
emissariee. Envoy' propose and em-
perors dispose.
Both sets of plenipotentiaries here
are in continuous communication with
their governments. Accounts of each
day's proceedings are cabled nightly
tc Tokio and St. Petersburg, and mes
sages are constantly arriving from
both capitals. The reports of the Jap-
anese are much longer than those of
the Russians and the secretaries of
both delegations work day and night
preparing and deciphering mes;ages.
Cipher Cable.
Just before Mr. Witte left for the
conference chamber this morning he
receivtd a long cipher cable. Perhaps
it contained the answer to the import-
ant communication Sent alter last
night's conference. It was too late to
decipher it at the hotel and Mr. Witte
thrust it into his portfolio and book it
with him to the navy yard, where his
secretaries epuld translate it.
Article tt (the limitation upon Rus-
sia's naval power in the far East) was
pending when the plenipotentlaries re-
assembled. The indications were that
it would also go over without final ac-
tion. The last article, No. 12, relating
to fishing rights on the Russian I,itto-
ral, may be yielded by the Russiaos,
but neither to (the international war-
ships) nor It or 12 presented insuper-
able rfiffrrnfti.
- Everything- nese
marks back to indemnity and Sakhalin.
There, as from the first, is the crux.
If they can be adjusted. the remainder
will be child's play. It is difficult to
'fathom the Japanese mind, but, as
stated in the Associated Press dis-
patches last night, there have been
vague moves in the conference cham-
ber which indicate that they are will-
ing to consider the displited points to-
gether "enbloc," and this is the basis
of the main ,troipe that they are ready
to comoronsise.
Closely Watched.
When these points were thrown out
M. Witte did not "tip his hand." He
watched like a 'hawk, but he wanted
his adversaries across the table to
commit themselves. They did not 4o
so. Nevertheless, Mr. Sato reiterated
to the Associated Press this morning
before he went to the conference
chamber that the disputed' articles
would be reverted to "later," which ,„ILLs
means Monday.
The Russistos in the final test may R
yield one of the two points. They
will not do more, if they will do so
much. If the Japanese, therefore, do
not yield at least one, the conference
is wrecked. That can be regsrded as
certain. If the conference Threatens
at the last moment to go to pieces,' the
Japanese hint vaguely at an attempt
at rescue by President Roosevelt.
They offer no explanation, and furnish
no specifications. Where, how, in
what way they do not say. Perhaps
tomorrow, or Sunday, an emissary
might be sent to Oyster Bay to sound
the president. Perhaps if they per-
sonally believe in yielding one of the
main points and their government is
still obdurate, they will ask President
Roosevelt so intercede to bring pres-
sure to bear at Tokio. The president
might be asked simultaneously to urge
both the Russian and Japanese emper-
ors, in the native of humanity, to make
mutual concessions. But old bandits<
'diplomacy say the situation created
would be so delicate as to preclude
the posibility of President Roosevelt
stepping into the breach.
DESIRE TO HEDGE.
Japan Urged to Waive Claim tb In-
demnity by London Journal.
London, Aug. i&—The morning
pewspapets coatinne to be pessimistic
rigarding the peace negotiations, al-
though in some notable instances
there is evidence of a desine to hedge
-)ri the uncompromising attitude ass-urn
ed in the earlier stages of the Porte-
mouth conference. The most notable
of these this morning is the Daily
News, one of the oldest London pa-
ptrs, which, in cli.oing a lengthy edi-
terial on the peace negotiations, says:
"Our desire that Japan should waive
a claim which, in the present condi-
tion of the combatants, is without
precedent, is shareo by the united na-
ticns of Christiandom. If Japan stands
out for indemnity she will forfeit
most of the sympathy and financial
sopport which she has hitherto enjoy-
ed in this country and the United
States."
The Daily .Telegraph's Portsmouth
ccrrespondent, who three days ago es-
timated the chances against peace at
too to I, tit" morning distinctly con-
cedes the possibility, if not the prob-
ability, of a solution of the crucial
points being reached bylnurtual con-
cessions.
The Daily Telegraph's Tokio carres
porident says that there Is a distinct
change in the feeling in influential cir-
cles here. Peace prospects, he says,
ore considered excellent. A strong
memorial to the throne, the corress
ecnident adds, has been received from
Field Marshal Oiyarna and all the gen-
erals.at the front, strenur usly advocat
ing the I mposit ion of stronger terms
AN ENGLISH POINTER
In Basket at American Express Office
a Yesterday's Attraction.
A dog in a basket attracted consid-
erable attention yesterday at the Amer
ican Express office. The reason was
probably not because the dog's pedi-
gree was rated above any of our dogs,
but because it seas a product of Lon-
.
on' n, England. The dog is of the
pointer bird variety and is being ship-
ped to H S. Bevan, at Somerville,
Tenn. It was shipped from No. 3 Wa-
terloo Place, London, August 5,
through the American Express com-
pany. The animal was confined in a
large basket and the value marked on
the tag was ta pounds, which in U. S.
noiney is equal to $67.76.
The animal was turned over to the
Southern Expeess company and wig,
this morning be sent ha its destination
over the N.. C. & St. L. railroad.
DEATH FINALLY CLAIMS HIM.
Charles Jetton, of Murray, Succumbs
to Severe Illness.
No death his occurred in Murray
for some time that is more deeply
deplored than that of Charles Jetton,
who died Thursday night, after ling-
ering for ao days with appendicitis.
lie was formerly city attorney of
Murray, and was one of the legal
lights of that county. No man was
more popular and highly respected
than Mr. Jetton, and his demise will
be keenly felt. He is survived by a
beautiful young wife and three chil-
dren,
Bankruptcy Proceedings.
A three per cent distribution was
made yesterday in the bankrupt case
of J. J'. Bleich, and six per cent dis-
tribution recommended in the case of
the Leigh Fruit & Storage Company.
Attorney E. W. Bagby, referee in
bankruptcy, will go to Murray today
'to attend a Meeting of the creditors
in the bankrupt case of Will Harris
& Co., and Will and L C. Linn,
FOR LOVE STILL IMPROVING
Aged Woman Shoots Fian-
cee Through Jealousy.
MAN PREFERRED
HER YOUNGER RIVAL.
The Shootist Suicides After Thinking
Over the Extent of Her
Crime.
Fewer New Cases and Less
Fatality In New Orleans
MUCH MALARIA IS
MIXED WITH LIST.
The Latest Reports from the Crescent
City and Vicinity Are Re.- *
assuring.
HUTCHIN1SON, KAN., DR. LINDLEY'S FXPERIENCE
STARTLED BY TRAGEDY. AT SHIP ISLAND.
Hutchinson, Kan., Aug. 18.—Enrag-
ed because she believed she had been
supplanted in his affection's by a
younger woman, Mrs. Medic Wells,
65 years old, shot and killed William
Burch, 45 years old, and then turned
the weapon on herself, inflicting
wounds from which she died an hour
later.
The tragedy was the culmination of
discontent which Mrs. Wells long had
es:pressed because Burch would not
name the wedding day. Though urged
by the woman, he continually post-
ironed the date, saying: "There is
plenty of time."
Fears Advance of Age.
"There is not plenty of time," was
Mrs. Wells' stereotyped rejoinder. "I
am getting to be an old woman, and it
will not be long until you are an old
rran. If you wait very long you
won't want to merry roe at all. I know
o-hat's the matter with you; you are
looking'for a younger woman, but you
will *ever get her. You will marry
ire, William Burch, or you never will
marry any one; .taice_my word for
that."
Burch and Mrs. Wells had been ea-
gaged for three years. The woman
conducted a boarding house and
Biwch lived at the house. Several
months ago it catfie to the attention
of Mrs. Wells that Burch was secret-
.
.y paying attention to a little black-
eyed, handsome widow, several years
his junior. For a while Mrs. Wells
kept her knowledge to herself, then
in a burst of anger she accused him of
I deviating in his affections and warned
h;m that he would pay the penalty if
he continued to be faithless to their
compact.
Pays Widow a Call.
/ Burch did not take her threats seri-
ously, as is evidenced by the fact that
he slipped out of the house last night
and went to pay his attentions to the
little widow. It was Pearly midnight
before he rettvned, and he found !tfirs.
Wells waiting for him. She up-
braided him in the severest manner,
and he retaliated with sharp words.
This afternoon Burch, who was em-
p;oyed by the traktion company, com-
plained of not feeling well and return-
ed to the boarding house to take a
nap. He went to one of the upper
rooms in the hoarding house and lay
down.
He passed Mrs. Wells in the hall,
but did not speak to her. Waiting un-
til he was asleep, the woman crept up-
stairs, revolver in hand.
Shoots the Sleeping Mon.
She entered his chamber and, plac-
ing the muzzle of the weapon bo
Burch's forehead, blew his brains out.
Instantly she turned the weapon and
fired two bullets into her breast and
a third into her head. Burch's young
son heard the shots, and gave the
alarm.
Although Mrs. Wells was an old
woman, she was remarkably well pre-
served, and did not look her age by
twenty years, and: was highly respect-
ed. She left 'considerable property,
which will se) to her son and daugh-
ter. The weapon used in the double
crime was purchased from a pawn-
broker by Mrs. Wells.
The Coroner Vacancy.
Mr. Mann Clark, a member of the
Board of Police and Fire Commis-
sioners, will be a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for coroner,
which was made vacant by the death
of J. F. Crow. 'There will be several
other entries in the contest, and the
race promises to be quite lively. The
Democratic committee has not been
called to meet yet,, to decide on
a primary or convention, but it is
more than probable that a mass cons
vention will be 'held, owing to a pri-
mary being so expensive.
—Mt. Gus Lockwood was awarded
the e6trtract for building the new resi-
dence of J. F. Donovan on West Jef-
ferson street. The structure is to be a•
three-story brick.
•
New Orleans, La., Aug. 18.—Fewer
reports of new cases than usual
reached the Marine Hospital offices
early today, and with only a single
fatality occurring during the night
there was hope expressed that today's
record would be a favorable one.
While the low death rate is gratify-
ing there is considerable public anxi-
ety to see a diminution of the num-
ber of new cases which wild indicate
more surely the control the authori-
ties :have of the situation. Malaria
continues to be mixed with the yel-
low fever list that is reported daily.
Dr. J. M. Lindsley has returned to
New Orleans after undergoing an ex-
perience at Ship Island. The doctor
came here early in the campaign and
then tried to go into Mississippi, but
fell foul of the quarantine guards and
was orderid deported to the island
for the usual period of ten days.
Surgeon White and Chairman Jan-
vier, of the Citizens' Committee, to-
day took a tour of the city in an au-
tomobile. Dr. White continues to
express his satisfaction with the situ-
ation.
Two policemen are among the lat-
est victims of the fever.
Is --
Shows Steady Improvement.
New Orleans, Aug. 184—Analysis of
the report of the preceding twenty-
four hours shows that thirty-two of
the seventy-four new cases of yellow
fever appeared in the heart of the orig
Many infected quarter. The explana-
tion given by the inspectors is that,
after their own houses are disinfected
and the giosquitoes killed, some of the
Italians go around and pay visits to
sick friends and carry the fever borne
with them. t t
The situation above Canal street
continues to improve. In that section
obedience to the federal regulations
is more general, and the results are
plain. While the report shows five
new cases, only three new squares are
infected.
Conditions Better.
The unexpected decline in the death
rate is giving sod- a feeling of satis-
faction here that people are beginning
to believe that the possibilities of a
visitation have been overdrawn. The
doctors, hos/ever, say that the low
death rate is due to the fact that prac-
tically the whole community has been
educated up to the necessity of calling
a doctor the moment temperature de-
velops, in conseqUence of which most
cases are taken hold /of in their incip-
iency, and are anon on the road to con
valescence.
One of the results of the campaign
is likely to be an insistent demand
'hereafter that all doctors and all citi-
zens shall pledge themselves too make
known the appearance of the first sus-
picious case.
So successfully have the authorities
been in removing foci in the upper sec
tion of the city that the belief is gen-
eral that if the first cases here had
been promptly reported, they could
have been handled, the infection stamp
cti out and New Orleans sparecl a guar
ontine of long duration.
•
Practically Free.
Bo; Ami ar,d the Ardoyne planta-
tion in Terrebonne parish are both
practically free of fever now, but a
close watch is to be kept for second-
ary infection. At Patterson, while the
total cases have reached fifty-five, the
death rate has been soltasignificarrt
that the early alarm has passed. Alex-
andria has still only one case, but de-
sires an expert to be sent thither in
order that the entire town may be ex-
amined for suspicious fever.
There is considerable interest here
in the proposed house-to-house impec
non at Gulfport, because Gulfport has
been doing a large maritime trade and
there has always been some apprehen-
sion here that fever might slip iuto
that city.
The boatd of health at Lake Charles
finds itself helpless to make headway
against the state of public opinion in
the town The health authorities de-
sire to put on a sane quarantine, but
the municipal officials and the citizens
uo sasiaswant panties sang Alielauan
the other side, and efforts to open the 
door to freight from New Orleans
have been unsuccessful thus for.
BOARD OF HEALTH
Supply Facilities, The Council In Joint SessionPresident Souchon has asked the
railroads to run ssnall trains to infect-
points in order to furnish supplies
to the people. Dr. White itass-incisnes-
ed the recommendation both as a
means of relief to people in stricken BODY AGAIN REFUSED
communities and as a sanitary meas- TO ORDER QUARANTINE.
ure of the highest importance.
Zachary, La., has ordered the Mis-
sissippi Valley railroad' td inbTe %IT A
camps sin the vicinity of that town.
The action is based on reports that
Italians are joining the camp and may
infect the locality.
Last Night Named One.
Screens or Celts.
In order to force general compliance
with the mosquito ordinance, Inspec-
tor Whitaker has notified his officers
to put violators in cells where they
have been given due notice to -i-Efeen
their cisterns and have failed to do so.
Under the law the inspector is vested
with large powers, and it is believed
that this order win have a widespread
effect. A number of citizens in com-
fortable circumstance* have already
been lodged in jail under the order.
OUT OF THE FAR WEST.
Col. W. T. MoCreight, an Ex-Padu-
cahan, Here to See Old Friends
and Haunts.
gOir-irof Health Asked to Take Mat-
ter Under Advisement With
Sanitary Conditions,
VEXED QUESTION
FINALLY SETTLED.
Dr. H. P. Sights,
'Abe Anspacher,
Dr. C. H. Brothers,
•-• ). P. Sleeth,
t. 5.
Geictre "'Henry 
The above named gentlemen com-
pose the new Board of Health, elect-
ed last night at a special session of
the general council.
Col. W. T. MicCreight, business
manager of the Albuqurque, N. M.,
Evening Citizen, is in the city, on
his way to visit A. M. McCreight,
manager of the Peabody hotel, Mm-
phis. The visitor called at the Reg-
ister office last night, and met sever-
al gentlemen with whom be was ac-
quainted twenty-eight yearssago when
be and John B. Gaines published then
the Paducah Daily Enterprise. Since
those days, Mr. M'cCreight has re-
sided in New Mexico, making his home
at Albuqurque. Residing in the New
Mexico City are several ex-Paducah
citizens, Col. A. A. Trimble and fam-
ily, and James Johnston. He reports
them prospering. He says Judge L.
S. Trimble, also formerly of Padu-
cah, died in Albuqurque last August
at the advanced age of 78 years.
When Mr. MoCreight resided in Pa-
ducah the bulk of business wa's done
on Broadway from Third street to
the river, and of cours he notices a
great many, substantial improvements
in the city since that time. He says
Albuqurque is the most prosperous
town in New nexico, and within the
corporate limits has a population of
about 12,000 people. • After his visit
to Memphis be will return to Shelby-
ville, Ky where he has beep visiting
his mother with his wife, and from
there they will return to Albuqurque.
COUNTY SCHOOL MATTERS.
Trustees Named for Sixth District
and Teachers Examined.
County School Superintendent A. M
Ragsdale has appointed W. W.
Spence, T. J. Ashby and Ira Burnley
as trustees of the Burnley district No.
6. There have been no trustees in
this district for some time to account
ot the former ones resigning and oth-
ers refusing to serve on account of
declining to levy a tax to raise funds
and pay off a Lynn judgment against
the district in favor of Adam Temple.
The new trustees will now employ a
teacher and have the school to begin
schortly. The district has 55 pupils.
Examinations of county teachers
for county certificates was held by
County Supesirstendent Ragsdale yes-
terday afternoon. The teachers who
were examined are Maybelle Jenkins,
Woodville; R. E. 'Thompson. Rags-
dale; Victor Wallace, Oak Level;
Dora Draffen, Paducah: R. A. Wood,
Paducah; J. G. Miller, Benton: Cody
McClure.
There was one applicant for a state
certificate, Lula Simon, colored-
SN'EAK THIEVES AT WORK.
Several Residences on South Sixth
Street Visited Yesterday.
Several residences on South Sixth
street are reported to have been visit-
ed yesterday morning by an uninvited
guest ,and as a result several dollars
are missing from the different domi-
ciles. It is alleged that the homes of
Joe Lockwood at Sixth and Tennes-
see street- was one of the houses and
$8 was stolen. The family was back
in the rear of the house and the man,
who was seen by a neighbor, stepped
in the front room and helped himself.
Several other residences in the same
neighborhood are reported to have
been entered while no one was at
home and money stolen. This happen
ed about 8 o'clock in the morning.
There is no clue as to the identity of
the person. 
.
The joint session of both municipal
boards met in response for a called
meeting by 'Mayor Yeiser.
The board immediately went into
executive session.
Mayor Yeiser announced that he
had called the boards together for the
'purpose of taking sonie action re-
garding the Board of Health and the
sanitary conditions generally.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,
was aske4 for his opinion regarding
the legality of the election of the old
board of health, and he said that he
had examined the records of the pre-
vious meetings of the municipal
boards and found that in 1896 the
board of health was legally seccted;
but since that time that different
members had resigned and new ones
been appointed until it was an im-
possibility to determine who are the
legal ones now in office; that some
were elected for different number of
years, and it was a puzzling proposi-
tion to tell when there was a vacancy
and for how long each one should
hofd the office. Mk:. Campbell said
that, a new board could be elected
without the others handing in their
resignations, and that the selection of
a new hoard would be beneficial to
the public, and he would therefore
recommend that a new board be chos-
en.
It was then ordered that on ac-
count of irregularities in former elec-
tions the board of health be deciaredi
vacant, *, • "VII
On Motion of Alderman Greif the
election of a new board was then en-
tered into and resulted as follows:
For One-Year Term.
Dr. H. P. Sights, ta votes.
Dr. Robert Rivers, 6 votes.
Dr. David T. Stuart, r vote.
Abe Anspacher, by acclamation.
For Two-Year Term.
Dr. C. H. Brothers, to votes.
Dr. Robert Rivers, 5 votes.
Dr. D. T. Stuart, 4 votes.
J. P. Sleeth. by acclamation.
For Three-Year Term.
Dr. J. G. Brooks, and Henry Mc-
Gee, by acclamation.
It will be seen that one physician
and one citizen each were elected to
each term. '
Before the election was entered into
Mayor Yeiser announced that Drs.
'Duley and Pendley had authorized
him to state that they would prefer
to not have their names mentioned
in the election of the hoard of health
as they would not serve if elected.
The motion to have the meter of
declaring quarantine against south-
ern districts' referred to the Board of
-for action was lost, but a mo-
tion to request the Board of Health
to takke immediate action regarding
the quarantine and act as they see
proper, was passed.
Mayor Yeiser read a communica-
tion from I. Nauheim, which stated
that the traveling salesmen out of Pa-
ducah in some places had been re-'
fused entrance to stores on account
of the owners having heard that there
were two cases of yellow fever in
Paducah, and also that merchant, are
refusing to come to the city to pur-
chase goods on account of Paducah
being an "open town" regarding yel-
low fever. Other merchants reported
a great slump in trade recency, and
Mk. Nairheim suggested that the city
declare quarantine at once. The
letter was passed without action.
The session then adjourned and the
general ordinance committee met to
frame up several new ordinances to
(Continued on Page Four.)
•
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A DAY'S RECORD
Of Crimes and Accidents
Throughout the States
- THE FATES VIE
WITH THE FRIENDS.
Two Men Accidentally Electrocuted
In Cairo by Touching a Live ,
Wire.
A WIFE DREAMS OF
HUSBAND'S MURDER..
,
Cairo, Ilil., Aug. 18.—John P. Mock-
ler, an uptown grocer, and Oscar Re-
nolds, a negro, were electrocuted
yesterday evening. L
Miockler went into a shed at the
rear of his store to draw some coal
oil. He reached up to turn on an in-
candescent light and received a heavy
charge of electricity through his body.
The colored man tried to pull him
away and met with death also. Both
men were horribly burned.
A coroner's jury was summoned
and is investigating the matter. A
violent storm occurred last night,
-which may have blown a light wire
across the street railway trolley.
His Wife Saw It In a Dream.
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 18.--I. R. An-
drews, a wealthy lawyer of Omaha,
Neb., disappeared Tuesday night.
'The same night his wife, who is pres-
ident of the Omaha Women's Club,
and who at the time was at Cedar
Creek, too miles from Omiaha, dream-
ed she saw a muffled figure following
her husband.
So strong was her faith in her
dream that she was preparing to go
to the spot indicated, when she re-
ceived a telegram announcing the dis-
appearance of her husband.
Mr. Andrews had gone to a gravel
pit to pay off his employes. The next
morning he was missing.
When Mrs. Andrews arrived at the
gravel pit, which is on the Platte riv-
er, she was informed that her husband
had gone down the river the night
before. She insisted that in her 'dream
be had gone up stream.
.Parties searched in both directions
and the body was found near Where
311rs. Andrews in her vision had seen
the figure following her husband.
'Andrews was undoubtedly mur-
ilered. and detectires are at work at-
tempting to locate the murderer.
Was Victim of "Sluggers."
Chicago, Aug. 18.—R. H. Davidson,
a building contractor, is missing from
Chicago, and his friends and relatives
think he has mos death at the hands
of a union labor "slugging" gang.
Davidson was in the employ of
Frank W. Adams, as superintendent
of construction of a new building at
Rockwell and Thirty-seventh streets.
The construction of the building has
been marked by continuous labor
troubles.
After he had discharged a number
of bricklayers, Davidson received a
call from a man who is supposed to
have been a union business agent.
That was several days ago.
The interview between the contrac-
tor and the stranger ended in a vio-
lent quarrel, in which Davidson
knocked his caller down on She floor
of the new building. Two days later
Davidson left his work as usual, at
5 o'clock in the afternoon, but he did
not reach his residence. The next
day an unknown person called Frank
W. Adams on the telephone and said:
"You will find your man Davidson in
the river."
Since the telephonic communication
no word has been heard from David-
son or about him.
Girl's Mysterious Murder.
Augusta, Me., Aug. 18.—Mattie
Hackett, the eighteen-year-old daugh-
ter of Levi jt Hackett, a farmer of
Kent's Hilt, a village fifteen miles
northeast of this city, was murdered
last night by men supposed to be
tramps. Four men applied at the
house for a meal, and while it was
being prepared by the daughter Hack-
ett, accompanied by one of the stran-
gers, went to the stable near by to do
some work. While there a scream was
heard, and, running to the road, Hack-
ett found his daughter unconscious
with a small cord tightly drawn about
her neck. Blood was pouring from
a deep gash in the head. All the
tramps escaped except the one who
had gone to the barn.
Murdered On Way Home.
Bonneville, Ore., Aug. 18.--While
answering his aged mother's call to
come home, J. L. Anderson, of Kan-
sas City, Mo., was murdered near 'his
home here this morning. Investiga-
tion showed that Anderson had met
'death by repeated blows on the bead
by a heavy iron bar, but failed to
elicit any motive for the crime, nor
any clew to the murderer. A letter
in his pocket eontained an appeal
from his mother at Kansas City to
come home. Anderson was about
twenty-two years of age, and though
bearing signs of tramping, he had
been neatly dressed.
Found Dead Beside Lover.
Zanesville, 0, Aug, 18,—Anna
Lane, eighteen years old, of Woods-
field, has been shot through the heart
and instantly killed at the home of
Thomas Adams, in that place. Her
dead body was found lying beside her
lover, Charles Seebach, to whom she
was to have been married September
15. Adams and the girl's sister were
in an adjoining room. The two men
have been arrested. Seebach claims
he was asleep on the bed when he
was awakened by a shot. The coro-
ner is investigating today.
Child Scalded to Death.
Owingsvilie, Ky., Aug. 18.—In
Nicholas county, four-year-old Tom-
my Mann fell against his mother,
causing a pot filled 'with boiling cof-
fee to spill on his bead and shoulders..
The flesh was cooked and he died in
agony a few hours later.
Almost Cut His Head Off.
Maysville, Ky., Aug. 18.—James
Peed, aged fifty-five years, of near
Mays Lick, this county, committed
suicide last night by cutting his
throat with a razor, almost severing
,his head from his body. He had re-
cently purchased the Mitchell farm
and became despondent over his in-
ability to pay for it. He married a
daughter of the Rev. Ewang.
Made dr Take Poison.
Pueblo, Col., Aug. !ft.—Frank
Ward, foreman of a yard gang at the
Pueblo steel works, has caused the
death of his daughter, Frances, aged
sixteen, by forcing her to swallow a
quantity of poison, and then commit-
ted suicide by using the same drug.
Neighbors say Ward .had been drink-
ing heavily and had threatened to kill
himself and the girl. Ward was a
widower.
Killed Himself in Cell.
'Urbana, 0., Aug. t8.—Columbus
Bowen, in jail here for the last six
months on the charge of suborination
of perjury in the famous Larrimore
murder case at Woodstock two years
ago, was found dead in his cell to-
day by the jail officials. He had
killed himself during the night by
means of his bed clothes, which he
had twisted into a rope.
Flea Spray May Kill Them.
.Cincinnati, 0., Aug. 18.—As a re-
sult of spraying their bodies with a
disinfectant to destroy fleas, Ernest
A. Graham and Alva Cain are in a
serious condition and may die.
Since the First Regiment returned
from Vicksburg, Miss., the armory
has been infected with fleas brought
from the South by the soldiers. Gra-
ham and Cain took a contract to dis-
infect the armory.
Sewed Child's Tongue On.
Wheeling, W. Va., Aug. 18.—Four-
year-old Joe Modesky, of lilenwood.
south of this city, fell off the porch
of his home yesterday afternoon and
bit about a half inch of his tongue
off. A doctor who was at the Mo-
desky home at the time rushed out,
and finding the child lying with the
piece of tongue close beside it picked
the child up and brought it into the
botl.ce. Anesthetics were adminis-
tered and the tongue was sewed on
with nine stitches.
WATCH THE EYE.
(Country Calendar.)
As dogs do not perspire the only
relief they seem to get when over-
heated is from inhaling cool air
through their wide-open mouth in
short, puffy breaths. The friction be-
tween tongue and lips, caused by
their rapid, laborious breathing pro-
duces saliva, which is sometimes ig-
norantly diagnosed as foam, one of
the symptoms of hydrophobia. Many
innocent victims have lost their lives
on account of such stupidity.
If your dog should feel ill, sick with
some ordinary ailment, he will wag
welcome to you with a sad, pitiful
expression looking up inquiringly as
if asking for help or relief.
If it has come to the worst, and he
feels by instinct the germs of the
dreaded disease in his frame, .his ac-
tion will be entirely different. You
will find him with low-bent head,
withholding his usual glad welcome,
hardly noticing or glancing at you.
If your eye meet ,his the restless,
nervous, strange expression will start-
le you.
The dog, feeling his doom, is con-
scious of approaching danger, and
would like to prepare and warn you.
These unmistakable and easily recog-
nized signs should he closely watched
and always heeded. Corner the dog
at once, and, with the help of a broom
or barn fork, keep 'him at a safe dis-
tance until locked up.
SHIP EIGHT DAYS OVERDUE.
Anxiety for the Athos, Which Was
6 Last Reported Disabled.
New York, Aug. t8.—The British
steamer
 Athos, wh4ch Sailed from
Port Antonio, Jamaica, for this port
on August 1, with a cargo of fruit, is
about eight days overdue and insur-
ance agents are beginning to inquire
about bet...
The Athos was spoken by the
steamer Watson August 3, when
about 125 mites north of San Salva-
dor Island, in the Bahamas. She re-
ported that the Athos ^ machinery was
disabled. The heavy weather of the
last few days has caused a feeling
of alarm on her account. The Athos
has a crew of twenty-eight men.
mostly of Brooklyn.
SUE lAWSON
CAPTAIN OF 'ZFRENZIED FI-
NANCE" ASKED TO
PONY UP.
Defendants Make Some Ugly Charges
While Asking for Payment of
Millions.
Boston, Mss., Aug. 18.—A bill of
complaint was filed in the supreme ju-
dicial court, equity session, yesterday,
by William M. Payne. Charles H.
Payne and Herbert I. Foster, co-part-
ners under the firm name of Payne,
Webber & Co., against Albert 'C. Bur-
rage, Thomas W. Lawson and four-
teen others.
The others are Charles D. Burrage,
Harry L. Barrage, Eliot National bank
Hayden Stone & Co., Hooley, Learn-
ed & Co., Hornblower & Weeks, Jos.
E. Hall & Co:, 'Power & Under wood,
Loring, Tolman, &Tapper, Allan, Ar-
nold & Co., Pettigrew, Bright & Co.,
lowle & Fitzgerald, Brown, Riley &
Co. and the Provident Institution of
Savings of Amesbury.
Ths suit is th; result of the tangle
over the stock of the Copper Range
Consolidated company, which threat-
ened for a few hours last week to pre-
cipitate a financial disaster on State
street when the officials of the com-
pany (Payne and others) refused to
transfer some certificates of tock.
Misuse of Stock Alleged.
The complaint says that Payne,
Webber & Co. on Sept. 8, 1903, were
lawful owners of 70,000 shares of the
capital stock of the Copper Range,
Consolidated company of the actual
value of $ri,000ssoo or more, and the
complaint asserts that Eturrange has
converted these to his own uses.
It further claims that by the terms
of a written agreement dated Aug. 25,
1903, the title was to remain in Payne,
Webber & Co.
The complaint alleges that the res-
pondents have broken their agree-
ment, especially in not paying the in-
debtedness of the Tri-Mountain Mm-
ing company as agreed upon, and
"fraudulently" abstracting the entire
70,000 shares.
The complaint goes into detail
about the contract„ alleges the breach-
es in extenso and prays. that the 70,000
shares be restored to Payne, Webber
lir Co.
Lawson a Tax Delinquent.
Because Thomas W. Lawson failed
to pay the taxes on his Back Bay prop
erty for the years 1902 and 1903 Tax
Collector McDonald has advertised it
For sale at public auction on Sept. 1
unless the taxes with accrued interets
and charges are paid on or before that
time.
The amount of the taxes due is
$.5.540.
The property, which is in the name
of Mrs. Jennie A. Lawson, includes
his Back Bay home and stables and
some vacant land' and was transferred
to Mrs. Lawson by her hu•barld a few
years ago
HERE'S A PRETTY
REFORM HOWDY.
-
Mt. Vernon, a New York Suburb, is
Over
New York, Aug. 18.—Roosters are
forbidden to crow, dogs to bark, bells
to be tolled and engines to toot their
whistles in the suburb of Mount Ver-
non, between to o'clock at night and
6 o'clock in the morning, according
to a decision readied yesterday at a
meeting of the Board of Health.
The ban will be placed upon these
socalled nuisances, Saturday, and after
that owners of indiscreet fowls and
restless watch dogs will be subject to
fines ranging from ;5to $50. It is
said that the ordinance is aimed at
two railroads which handle all of their
freight to Miount Vernon at night.
These roads bring most of their
freight into the city between i and 4
o'clock in the morning. Aside from
the corporations, however, the new
regulation reaches nearly every resi-
dent, as the majority of them possess
either a dog or a chicken and most
of them have both.
Hosi Warships Deteriorate,
(NewsOrleans Picayune.)
The costlier the warship the quick-
er, apparently, she has to be con-
signed to the scrap heap. Formerly
a good wooden ship would last in
active service for many years. Some
of the earlier iron ships have also re-
mained long on the navy list, but the
life of the average modern ship is not
lengthy. Within ten or twelve years
after being first commissioned she is
usually out of date and so deteriorat-
ed that it costs more to rehabilitate
and modernize the vessel than she is
worth. Our present navy of steel
ships had its beginning not over
twenty years ago, and already some
of the earlier ships are so deteriorat-
ed that they are either being relegat-
ed to receiving-ship service or retired
altogether.
GIVES BIRTH TO iiEPTETS.
Honolulu. Aug. dispatch by
wireless telegraph from Hilo says that
!Tana, the Hawaiian wife of Kaihia, a
Chinese gave birth to one child. last
Thursday, two on Sunday, one on
Monday, two on Tuesday morning and
one on Tuesday night. All are dead
SCHOOL CENSUS
ANNUAL TABULATION AS
MADE BY SUPT. FUQUA'S
DEPARTMENT:
Shows 730,349 Children in Kentucky,
a Decrease of 5,421 From Last
Year.
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 18.---State Su-
perintendent Fuqua, of the department
of public instruction, has completed
the annual tabulation made in that de-
partment to show the number of chil-
dren of school age reported by the
census takers, and the distributable
share of the revenue of the school
fund accruing for distribution during
the school year of 19o5-1906, for each
county and city of the state.
The census shows the total number
of children of school age to be 73o,349,
as against735.770 for last year, a de-
crease of 5,241, due, the superintend-
ent believes, to less padding, which
was watched very closely this year.
Of the 730,349 reported this year, 589,-
717 are in the common schools of the
counties, and 14o,632 in the city
schools, which are taken separately.
The estimate of the state auditor fur-
nished the superintendent, upon which
was based the per capita of $3.25 de-
clared by the latter official, is that $2,-
420,879.80 will go to the school fund
of the treasury. Of this amount the
sum of $2,396,711.2! is distributed in
the tabulation made by Superintendent
Fuqua, leaving $24,168.59, which will
go to pay expenses of the state depart
ment here, and the publication of the
biennial report of the superintendent,
to be made late this fall.
Of the total number of school chil-
dren in the state, the city of Louisville
reports 63,383, and the county of Jef-
ferson 8.58t, a total of 71,964 children.
Louisville will share in the school
fund during the year to the amount of
$205.994.75, and Jefferson county $28,-
525.25, a total of $234,520.
The children in the citias are: Ash-
land, 0398; Bellevue, 2,010; Bowling
Green, 2,372; Catlettsburg, 493; Cov-
ington, 18,893; Cynthiana, 937; Dayton
1,871; Frankfort, 2,534; Georgetown,
1074; Henderson, 3,687; Lexington, 9,-
952; Louisville, 63,383; Ludlow, 1,051 ;
Maysville, 1,515. Middlesboro, 1,473;
Newport, 10,728; Owensboro, 4,431;
Paducah, 6,195; Paris, 1.563: Pineville,
747; Richmond, 1,496; Versailles, 642;
Winchester, 1,696.
BOLT OF LIGHTNING
Killed Runaway Horses and Saved
Family From Terrible Death.
(Le Seur, Minn., Specjal.)
Jacob Vardman, a farmer of Blake
Township, in this county, and his
wife and three small children were
saved Irons death in a most remark-
able manner.
They were on their way home from
town, driving a team of powerful
horses, when the animals were fright-
ened by a dog that ran out and barked
at them. The horses sprang forward
swiftly, and when Mr. Vardman at-
tempted to rein them in both lines
broke, leaving him without any con-
trot over the team.
The animals realized this at once
and ran at high speed down the road.
The bridge is washed out at the Rem-
icon farm and the road fenced off at
the first corner this side to make trav-
elers drive around the other way, but
the runaway team paid no attention
to the harrier. They smashed through
the light obstruction and rushed
along, headed directly for the rocky
thirty-foot gully that formerly had
been spanned by the bridge.
MT. Vardman attempted to creep
out on the tongue of the wagon, and
thus to reach the horses' heads, but
was prevented from doing 60 by his
wife and the children, who clung to
him so closely, in a paroxysm of fear,
that be could not free himself from
them.
The gully was only roo feet ahead,
and the endangered family seemed
to have but a few seconds more to
live, when help came in a mysterious
way. A storm was coming up and
the 'heavens were shrouded in a black
ball of clouds, rent now and again by
vivid flashes of lightning, succeeded
by deafening peals of thunder and
just as the ragged chasm seemed
yawning at their very feet a glitter-
ing lance of electricity shot down
from the clouds and pierced the run-
ning horses through and through.
They instantly fell dead, their bodies
sliding along the road as far as their
own momentum and that of the wag-
on would carry them, and came to a
stop within less than to feet of the
edge of the ravine.
Some persons who were not far
away, and who were looking at the
time, ran at once to give what aid
they could. They found the Vard-
mans all lying senseless in the wag-
on, but only prostrated by the shock,
and all soon fully recovered.
Mr. Vardman's horses were insured
against lightning in a St. Paul insur-
ance company, and the company has
offered to pay him the loss, which is
$250, but he will not accept the
money, bolding that in so doing he
would be showing the rankest ingrat-
itude for the wonderful escape of 'him,-
self and family.
For perfec on and grasity RE101te
Elk Dream dor.
Do You Want "to Rent
Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION
OF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLED
IN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EX-
PERT INFORMATION AND PRO MPT SERVICE. EITHER CALL,,
TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
S. T. RAN DLE, Manager
MECHANICS' AND FARMERS' SAVINGS BANK—REAL ESTATE
DEPARTMENT.
 •
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
it to
John I. Bleich, leweter.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
1+4,44444,40•44444.4444+44,4144. 04444.44.14+144444444444441
J E. COULSON,
...PLUMBING.
Steam and Not Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
4
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduodth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1/5/5,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIM 
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in ire
proof vault for rent at $3 to Sto per year as to aim. You carry your owa
key and no one but yourself has ac etas.
New Century Hotel
• DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now:open under a: new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. & CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky:
4
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : • :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, iiriog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
•
Paducah Transfer Company,.
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well eic CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steampoiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - ▪ Residence Phone 726
L. L. pEBOUT
111,
• General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
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LOSE FORTUNES TO THEM-
SELVES AND THEIR
WIDOWS.
Some Facts Personal to the Pullman
Family arid How Fortunes Are
Placed.
Chicago, Aug. !S.—With the death
in California of Welter Sanger Pull-
man, who was thrown from his buggy
• and injured Sunday evening, the male
deecendants of tee late Geo. M. Pull-
man pass away ; nee the tvenre disap-
pears. Three women, Mrs. Geo. M.
Pullman, the widow; Mrs. Frank 0.
Lowden, of Chicago, and Mrs. Frank
Carolan (.1 San Francisco, daughters,
live to enjoy the estate left by the
millionaire car builder. Neith'er of the
sons, &CO. M. Pullmon, Jr., or Walter
e9anger Pullman, his twin brother, left
cffspring, so that, under the terms of
the Senior Pullman's will, the money
left, on which the two boys drew an-
nuities of $3,000 each, will revert to
the Pullman estate. The widtaws of
the two sons do not get a cent.
Thus end the escapades which made
the Pullmen boys notorious all over
the country and brought many sad
hours to the father, who had hoped
that they would follow in hi steps and
actively manage the great industry
which his energy and business acumen
had built up. 'Geo. M. Pullman real-
ized, howertr, that riches had spoiled
his two sons, and he showed his dis-
approval in his will, which cute the two
boys off with mere pittances, because
neither had developed a sense of re-4 ircd, however that riche: had spoiled
of large properties and considerable
sums of money."
The Pullman twins were born June
26, 1875. They were sent to the public
schoels and early showed kpropere-ity
for the wild exploits and rftatrimonsal
entaglements that later marked both
their lives. •
The elder Pulknan died Oct. to.
1897. Has estate at that time was
valued at $8.000,000. This has been
considerably increased by the success
ef the great car building works. Be-
sides the $3.000 annuities, the father
left the boys a small interest in his
summer home in the Thousand Is-
lands, so that they might have a place
to spend the heated months, if they
wished. The will was drawn so that,
if either ti the boys had children, the
property held in trust by which the
annuities were produced \would revert
to the offspring. The wives, however,
were te receive nothing.
1&
WOMAN'S CUPIDITY
AS MANIFESTED.
-Just You," Said Widow When Asked
to 'Take Something."
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 18.—A re-
cord-breaking courtship was ("includ-
ed on Washington street yesterday
afternoon by Ephraim Dorton. a wid-
ower. and Mrs. Daisy Mays, a widow.
."1 believe I know you," said Dorton,
as Mrs. Mays peeseel him.
"Well." said Mrs. Mays, "I am sure
that I know you. -how are you. Char-
Icy"
"Charley" was a nickname she gave
eirn several yeers ago when they were
acquaintances. The ytalked of formerdays and Dorton suggested that they
go to a place of refreshment and take
something.
"No. no; none of that," returned
Mrs. Mays. "That isn't what I'll take.
For mine I'll just take you."
Her smile was encouraging and Asti
'convincing.
"I don't know anything I want morethan I do you," he replied. A few
minutes later they applied for a li-cense.
"Give tie a 'squire and we'll be mar-
ried right here," said the enthusiasticThwton. A 'squire was brought in andthe ceremony performed without de-lay. As they left the court house Dor-ton said he never dreamed of being
married when he left home.
Rich Men Long Lived.
Unfortunately for the chancellor ofthe British Exe'hequer, the financialyear ending March 31 was marked bythe death of only one millionaire. Fora long time past the average numberof wills probated i9 each year which
exceeded in value r,000,000 pounds,has been between five and six. Thisyear a Wilton cotton spinner aloneleft a million, the exact sum being1,151.3e8 pounds. Of the last sixyears 1900 was the best front thispoint of view, when nine estates ofthe aggregate value of 19,032.695pounds paid death (dutieo. Looking
over the list of the twenty-four rich-
est people who died in the financialyear just ended, it might be deducedthat wealth is the surest meins tolong life. Only one of this number
was under sixty, one was ninety-nine,fourteen were over seventy, and six
were over eighty. The average was
oeventy-four years and sixf months.—New York Sun.
Saw Victoria Crowned.
Cincinnati„Nug. 01.—Mrs. Anne
Woodall, who died yesterday at
Newport, Ky., aged ninety-five years,
was a native of England, whete soon
after her marriage she and her 'hus-band rode on the first steam railroad
and witnessed the coronation ofQueen Victoria.
WAYWARD 
 SONS '25 YEARS OF
AGONY ENDED
Boston Business Man Cured ByCuti-
cura of Awful Humor Covering
Head, Neck, and Shoulders After
Hospital and Doctors Failed.
Under date of September 9, tope,Mr. S. P. Keyes, a well-known busi-
ness man of No. 149 Congress Street,
Boston, Mass.,
says: "Cnticura
did wonders for
me. For twenty-
five years I suf-
fered agony from
a terrible humour,
completely cover-
ing my head, neck
and shoulders,
discharging mat-
ter of such offen-
siveness to sight
and smell, that to my friends, and
even to my wife, I became an object
of dread. At large expense I consult-
ed the most able doctors far and near.
Their treatment was of no avail, nor
was that of the—hospital, during
six months' efforts. I suffered on and
concluded there was no help for me
this side of the grave. Then I heard
of some one who had been cured by
Cuticura, and thought that a trial
could do no harm. Ina surprisingly
short time I was completely cured."
CUTICURA—THE SET, $1.
Complete Treatment for Every
humour from Pimples
to Scrofula
Bathe the affected parts with hot
water and' Cnticura Soap. to cleanse
the surface of crusts and scales and
soften the thickened cuticle; dry,
without hard r ubbing, and apply
Cuticura Ointment freely, to allay
itching, irritation, and inflammation,
and soothe and heal; and, lastly, take
Cnticura Resolvent Pills to cool and
cleanse the blood. A single set is
often sufficient to cure the most tor-
turing, disfiguring akin, scalp, and
blood humours, with loss of hair,
when all else fails.
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THREE KILLED
AND TEN INJURED.
Express Train Crashes Into Trolley
Car In Cincinnati Suburb.
Cincinnati, Aug. 17.—A fast run-
ning through express from New York
to Cincinnati on the Baltimore and
Ohio Southwestern crashed into a
Winton Place trolley car on the grade
crossing at Mitchell avenue, Winton
Place. a suburb of this city, last night,
and three people were killed and ten
others injured.
The dead are: R. J. Smith, a re-
tired grocer of Winton Peace; Wil-
liam Tueting, Jr.. carpenter; an un-
identified man. Of the injured, S. P.
Spaulding, the engineer of .the pas-
senger train, will probably die.
According to eye witnesses of the
wreck, it was due to an error of John
Driscoll, gatetender at the crossing.
He had let the gates down to allow a
freight train to pass the crossing. The
engine of the freight emitted heavy
clouds of smoke, and after it passed
the gate-tender did not notice the
passenger, train bearing down at a
high rate of speed toward the cross-
ing. He raised the gate and gave the
signal for the car to proceed across
the tracks. With a frightful crash
the engine struck the back part of the
car and it was tossed a wreck in all
directions.
The engine and mail car were alio)
thrown from the track and ploughed
through a truck garde!) and demol-
lehed three outbuildings. The mo-
torman and conductor of the street
car jumped to safety.
Sleep on Matting.
(New York Stin.1
Having lived for many years in tht
South, where it is almost impossible
to sleep at night on account of the
restlessness caused by heat from the
body coming in contact with the sheet,
and no ventilation whatever between
thr body and the mattress, I was told
by a party from the tropics that if I
would put a piece of straw matting
ender the sheet I would be able to
leep without trouble.
I tried it and found no tenuble after
that in getting a good night's sleep.
I have told many here of this method
and they have informed me that they,
too, have tried it and found that they
were able to sleep during the hot
nighte, whereas before they were un-
able to.
During the recent hot spell I have
been sleeping (ere matting on my bed
snd have not felt the heat during the
n:ght, because I was able to have a
good sleep. What the matting does is
to allow a certain amount of ventila-
tion to pass between the body and the
mattress. This method will be of very
great help to the sick who are unable
to go to ele ep on account of the heat.
as it were, from the bed, generated
from the body.
DEATH AFTER LONG ILLNESS
Fulton, Ky., Aug. 18.—Mrs. Mary
Harelson, widow of the late John !hi
elson, is dead there at the age of sev-
enty-five years. For the last twenty-
five years she had been an invalid. She
was the mother of Mys. B. S. Shivell
and belongs to one of the oldest fami-
lies in the county. ,1
JEWS OF RUSSIA
DISAPPROVE OF ACTION OF
THEIR CO-RELIGIONISTS
IN AMERICA.
Wish Only Such Rights and Privi-
leges As Are Granted to Peo-
ple in General.
Berlin, Aug. 18.—The Jews of Rus-
sia disapprove of the intervention of
Messrs. Schiff, Seligman, Strauss and
other American Jews with M. Witte
as prejudicial to their •permanent in-
terests. Through the agency of cer-
tain of their influential co-religion-
ists in Berlin they have caused an in-
timation to this effect to be conveyed
to New York. :Lie base of their op-
position to the well-meant efforts of
tee Americsan Jews is that the posi-
tion of the -Jews in Russia is bound
to become worse if concessions ace
secured merely as a return for finan-
cial favors to the Czar"s government
in the shape of loans.
Want Only Equal Rights.
It is insisted that the Russian Jews
seek no especial advantages, but,
having allied themselves with the
whole liberal movement, they wish
only such rights and privileges as
may be granted to the Russian peo-
ple in general. They cannot afford to
ask or to aNejet anything else.
Dr. Paul Nathan, Secretary of the
Central German Jewish Relief
League, said today:
"It is necessary to warn our influe
ential brethren in America of the dan-
gers which their negotiations with M.
Witte will involve if concessions are
made in return for American loans.
Not only will the Russian Jews be
subjected immediately to fresh in-
dignities at the hands of the reaction-
ary element, who will taunt them
with having bought their rights, but
the support of the various liberal par-
ties will be alienated. The latter will
claim that the Jews are apparently
interested only in improving their
own position."
Campaign of Terror.
Information reaches Berlin that
the anti-Semitic and anti-liberal ter-
rorism campaign in all parts of Rus-
sia has reached an unprecedented
height in the last ten days. The
movement is no longer confined to
isolated towns like Kighineff, Home!
and Jitemir, but is systematically in
progrees, everywhere. The Interna-
tional Jewish Bund is redoubling its
efforts to secure "self-defense funds"
for their persecuted co-religionists.
SLATED TO ADJUST
ORIENT DIFFICULTIES.
eonger May Go to China Again on
Important Mission.
Washington, Aug. 18.—It is knownihere that the President contemplates
appointing E. H. Conger, Ambassa-dor to Mexico, special commissioner
to China to adjust the commercialdifferences between the United States
and China. His experience in Chien,
and his close relations with the pow-
ers now administering the Celestial
Empire, have commended him to the
President to undertake another mis-
sion in the Orient.
Ambassador Conger was hastily
summoned from his post in Mexico
and spent yesterday in conference
with Assistant Secretary of State
Adee. Today he was at Oyster Bay.
It is well understood that Mr. Con-
ger's position in Mexico is not a per-
manent one, but his friends have pro-
tested against his absolute dismissal
from the diplomatic service. The
commercial troubles that ensue from
the Chinese boycott on American
goods present an esnergency in which
Mr. 'Conger can be useful. The serv-
ice also will afford the means for the
administration to drop Mr. Conger
gracefully.
Mk. Bristow, the former Fouirth
Assistant Postmaster General, who
turned up the postal frauds, conclud-
ed his government service as a spe-
cial 'commissioner to Panama and it
is very probable that M. Conger will
go hack to private life, honored in a
eimilar manner.
WILL MEET IN NASHVILLE.
Only Yellow Jack Himself Will Keep
the Red Men Away.
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 28.—It is of-
ficially announced that the' annual
national meeting of the Order of Red
Mien willte held in 'Nashville on Sep-
tember 11-17, unless yellow fever ap-
pears in this city. Reports had gone
out that because of yellow feeer in
the South the -meeting would be held
in some other city. Nashville is con-
sidered immune from the disease,
there never having been a case origi-
nating here.
OVERW)ELMING VOTE CAST
In Favor of the Separation of Nor-
way From Sweden.
Christiania, Norway, Aug. 18.—
Complete returns from last Sunday's
referendum op the question of the
separation of Norway from Sweden
shows that 368,200 votes were cast
for dissolution, and tfie against it.
The size of the vote is very gratify-ing to the leaders Of the Storthing,
and has aroused intense interest. At
the last geneeal election for members
of the Storthing only 236,641 votes
were Cast. 4
t
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The New Moline
WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE OFNEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND ASK THE PUBLIC TO CALL ANDINSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS YOU WILLPAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
WE, ALSO. HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SUR-RIES, RUN-ABOUTS, SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONS.OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE INTHE CITY.
WE, ALSO, CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF HARNESS,SADDLES, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSESTOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
•
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JOHN G. REHKOPPF BUGGY CO.
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toamBoats
I fr.: F f 1 41W-1-4W-1-fe +Plei
Excursions
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and beat
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip tolennessee river
and return.
BARRY & HENNEBERGER
BOTH PHONES
SOLE AGENT FOR
LUZERNE COAL.
AUGUST DELIVERY.
LUMP 
EGG
NUT 
andIt ria t7 hid 
of
service,Pkasugrott;dc°Iniartable; FIB 
ANTHRACITE 00.ilU [nrEn 
um TONgood rooms, etc. Boats leave eachWednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.For other information apply to Jas.
Roger, Superintendent; Frank
Brown, 14eeent. EDGAR ./W.'Wl-IIPT.TEMORE,
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
btoN2es ar2d
FUrtqitUrte.
Buy anything and 8411 everything
218-230 Court it. Old phone /3111
Clem Fransioll
Moving wagon in connection.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thos B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Mai-shall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone tie. Old Phone 303.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone TO. aooTA Broadway,
PADUCAH, I KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-dicated.
—•
11 .1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 1243 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 206 Office ass
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law; ee
Room No. s, C4Iumbia Building
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
iPADOCAH REAL ESTR.Tid. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. LASTMONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LISTFREE TO EVERYBODY, SEND FOR IT.
EDGAR W. WIIIITTLINOILF-. Paducah. Kw.
HEATI
Hot Water - " Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
gisot.<46
ED. D. HANNAN.
Everyone Invited
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THECAMP. 
•
Express Service,
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL A RRANGEMENTS TO HANDLEALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY.
Peoples' Independent Telephone CoDEAL S .bilnd Orchestra '
Thou% 4414
A DAY'S RECORD
Lane, eighteen years old, of Woods-
field, has been shot through the heart
and instanny killed at the home of
Thomas Adams, in that place. Her
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Saturday Morning, Aug. le, icos.
s THE CHICAGO RECIPROCITY
CONVENTION.
'Much commercial, a- well as poli-
iced, interest centers in the reciproci-
ty convention just held in Chicago,
because of the anticipated weight its
decisions may have upon the tariff
discussion and probable changes in
the revenue laws of the country which
congress may hold and make at the
coming session. Mtention, therefore,
of the actions of the convention be-
come of more than passing import-
ance.
The convention was composed
delegates from all the states, but
more largely from those of the agri-
cultural sections. Many of the lead-
ing politicians and members of the
leading commercial lines, as we:I as
the most thoughtjul men in agricul-
tura pursuits, were present and the
questions of reciprocity and tariff
for revenue only were discussed with
power and effect.
Determined To persuade congress
to yield to their policy of tariff revi-
sion and not to condemn the national
kgislature for its past hostility to-
ward their demands for reciprocal
relations with foreign powers these
advocates of tariff reform adopted a
definite poicy and mapped out a plan
of action before adjourning.
Though the conference was dis-
turbed several times by dissention re-
garding the declaration of principles
and the way to go after results, strat-
egic action by the men at the hem
steered the new movement out of the
way of threatening Dtorms.
The policy of the "„soand-patter"
was bitterly assailed, and the confer-
ence reached the climax of its enthu-
siasm and sounded the keynote of its
purpose when Gov. Cummins, of
Iowa, the relentless foe of the "stand-
pat" policy, delivered his address. His
appearance on the scene when Ed-
ward Ro.swater, of Omaha, was
dealing oat economics on the present
tariff schedules, which did not rest
comfortably in the minds of the great
majority, was the signal for a tumult-
nous outburst .of applause and when
the governor of Iowa had concluded
his attack on present conditions and
sounded the battle cry for revision,
delegates stood in their seats, wav-
ing handkerchiefs and cheering at the
tops of the it voices.
fter that the conference got down
to business and out of the differences
which arose determined to`do the fol-
..
Jowing:
Seek immediate reciprocal conces-
sions in foreign trade by means of a
dual or maximum and minimum tar-
iff.
'Advocate the creation by congress
of a permanent commission of tariff
experts, to be appointed by the presi-
dent to study the whole question of
foreign trade relations and to recom-
mend their findings to congress for
future action.
Organize a permanent association
under the name of the "American Re-
ciprocal Tariff League," and provide
for the appointment of a committee
of fifteen to carry out the will of the
convention and prosecute the agita-
tion for tariff revision to the end. '
Spread the cry of revision into all
parts of the country, injecting it into
politic* and making it an issuc. fri ev-
ery congressional district.
It was over the question of perma-
nent organization that the most trou-
ble arose, scores of delegates demand-
ing that a man from every state and
territory be appointed on the com-
mittee which is to carry out the will
of the convention.
After heated arguments and the
if; out of many strained voices
accepting an amendment from
Massachusetts delegation that
chairman of each delegation in
conference be consulted before
committee is named.
More definite reference to reciproci-
ty in the policy adopted was another
demand made by some of the dele-
gates, and particularly by Nebraska,
instead of an exclusive demand for
immediate relief through the maxi-
mum and minimum tariff, but this de-
mand also failed to interfere with the
purpose of the majority. Another de-
mand from Massachusetts called for
the insertion in the declaration of
principles of a demand' for a more
"judicious enlargement of the free
list," but this appeal from New Ens
gland was also unheeded and the pro-
gramme as mapped out by the lead-
ers was adopted without a bitch.
The complete platform as finally
adopted follows:
Whereas, The agriculture, manu-
factures and other industries of this
country have expanded to such an ex-
tent that they can no longer depend
upon the 'home market for the con-
sumption of their entire product; and
Whereas, The export trade has be-
come a vital support to many of our
industries; and
'Whereas, The present commercial
attitude of the United States, largely
owing to our failure to carry into ef-
fect the reciprocal trade provisions of
section 4 of the Dingley law, is an-
tagonizing foreign nations, Whose
good will we desire and on whom we
have hitherto depended as purchasers
of our surplus products; therefore,
'Be it esolved: 1. That this con-
vention, recognizing the principle of
protection as the established policy of
our country, advocates immediate re-
ciprocal concessions by mean q; of
deal or maximum and minimum tar-
iff as the only practical method at the
present time of relieving the strained
situation with which we are now con-
fronted.
'2. That eventually the question of
the schedules and items to he con-
sidered in reciprocal concessions pref-
erably be suggested by a permanent
tariff commission, to be created by
congress and appointed by the presi-
dent, which shall consist of econom-
ic. industrial and commercial experts.
3. That it is the sense of this con-
vention that our present tariff affords
abundant opportunity for such con-
cessions without injury to industry,
trade Or the wages of labor.
4. That we urge action upon con-
gress at the earliest time possible.
That this convention will be heard
from, as the expression goes, need
not be declared. Such a fact is as-
sured.
SUE AWSON SCHOOL CENSUS
mittee recommendation for a COM-
the champions of the resolutions corn- A.r CAMP yosER
mittee of fifteen to be appointed by
the chairman finally were ssictorioue,
the MANY VISITORS OUT DAILY
WITNESS THE DRILLS.
Epidemics of Disease.
the
the
the
(Cairo Citizen.)
There is really no cause for so
much alarm over the yellow fever
scourge now afflicting New Orleans.
The fatalities from the disease are
comparatively small, in proportion
to total number of cases. To recent
date, there have been reported 1,034
cases and only 171 fatal results. The
fatalities from typhoid fever now
epidemic in Washington City is five
to one greater from deaths from yel-
low fever. The reader should bear
in mind that when any disease be-
comes epidemic exaggerated reports
will get abroad. It is not wise to
become excited over rumors one may
bear. The virility of the disease and
fatality consequent upon it, are noth-
ing as compared with epidemics of
years ago. Medical science has dis-
covered more effectual remedies in
its treatment and suppression, while
better facilities are available to pre-
vent its spread.
Years ago, epidemics of smallpox
and cholera sent people crazy with
dread—wild with fright. Now those
diseases to a great extent have been
modified and scientific treatment in-
troduced. They now excite but little
fear in the minds of the people, be-
cause their fatal effects have been
minimized. Typhoid fever, when it
makes its appearance, is more to be
feared than either of those men-
tioned.
One significant fact in connection
with these diseases, is that physicians
and boards of health at once require
people to clean up their premises of
all contaminating matter, as a pro-
tection to health and a guard against
prevalence of disease. If people
must take fright, become alarmed,
let it be on account of/ sanitary cod-
ditions as they exIst today in Cairo.
Let them realize that the danger is
here in their -midst and prepare to
ward off its set-isnot consequences.
Go to work now cleaning up.: Don't
delay until disease and death come
knocking at the door. It will then
be too late! Use lime and other dis-
infectants now, while the weathhr
is hot, to connteract bad odors and
purify the air.
--Fire started from a defective flue
at Platt Sneed's barber shop, 931
South Third street, yesterday after-
noon, but was extinguished before any
serious damage resulted.
TO
The First Yesterday Won Many
Words of Praise During the
Dress Parade.
There wa• a very large number of
visitors at Camp Yeiser yesterday,
particularly late in the afternoon, to
witness the drill work and other man-
euvers of the First regiment encamp-
ed there. In itstiikess dlyr sticercises
the regimatt shts up vast credit-
ably and yelisterd aftern.Mn was oft-
rn highly complimented by some capa
ble judges among the spectators in
the ball park. • ",-f
Yesterday the First got furthes into
the routine work of the camp. The
officers' school found nearly all offi-
cers present and the drill. found all
the men in lines. However, the regi-
ment is not being overworked in the
leost. Col. Hindman has promised
the men plenty s4 time for; recreation
and pleasure and thif. he is giving
them. They come into the city by
numbers and can at almost any hour
be seen in parties in almost all parts
of the city.
Adjutant David R. Litsey yesterday
morning assigned the four non-corn-
m:ssioned officers fromdees U. S.
Warmy, who arrived e day from
Fort Wayne, Mich., a week late. Ser-
geant Rudolphus Hasfelt has been as-
signed to drill company H; Sergeant
Albert Rottler assigned to company
G; Sergeant Christian Seiler assigned
to company I, and Sergeant Fred
Wolfgram assigned to company C, the
cadet company.
Sergeant Charles F. Turner, of the
U. S. army, has been detailed to as-
sist in the instruction of the guard.
Sergeant J. W. Egan has been a•-
signed as acting first lieutenant of
company F during the encampment
unless the office is filled ssoner by an
election.
Those who care to visit the camp
are reminded that the public will find
a cordial welcome arid also that the
dress parade occurs in the afternoon
at 5:30 o'clock at the sinking of the
son, in the ball park.
BOARD OF HEALTH
(Concluded From Page One.)
be presented before the next meet-
ing of the council and alderren.
The members of the old board of
health were Dr. H. H. Duley, Dr. J.
WI,.Pendley, *Abe Anspaeher, Henry
MkGee and J. P. Sleeth. D.r Trout-
man was elected a member, but could
not qualify on account of being a
member of the school board.'
NEW RAILROAD PROMISED.
Another Over the River Road Point-
inf Paducahwards.
It seems among the pr..babilities
that Paducah is to have the benefits
of another over-the-river railroad. A
new one his been incorporated which
must come to the immediate vicinity
of Paducah if it amounts to more
than a feeder. The announcement is
going the rounds of the papers of the
southern section of Illinois and print-
ed with much evidence of reliability
that articles of incorporation for the
Shawneetown and Western railroad
company 'have been filed with the sec-
retary of state, the principal office of
the company to be located at Gol-
conda, Ill. The road is to be con-
structed from Shawneetown, Gallatin
county, M., through the counties of
Hardin, Saline, Pope, Johnsdn, Mac-
sac, to a point on the Ohio river in
Macrae county. The capital stock. is
SSID.coo. The incorporators, and first
board of directors is composedvof the
following persons: John Gilbert, II.
B. Pierce. J. L. Murphy, Wiliam H.
Moore, Golconda, Ill.; Otaites E.
Turner, New York 'City. 'It- is pri-
vately understood that Brookport is
the point in Massac which, this road
aims to reach, and that virtually
means this city.
Filled the Bill.
(From Tit-BA.,
It was in the country, and she was
young and sweet and poetic, and- he
was .young and mischievous._ They
were sitting out on the veranda in
the Moonlight, and she grei/ Othereal.
"Oh, how I love to sit out here in
the moonlight," she cooed; "to he
fanned by the languorous perfumes
of the roses, and to be kkiss.ed by the
soft airs from the south!"
Then he kissed her and she grew
indignant.
"How dare . you?" she almost
sobbed.
"Why, I'm a soft heir from the
South," he replied, contritely. '
She didn't say anything when 'he
kissed her again.
—Cairo worse scared than ever
over the yellow fever *the South,
wants state sanction stai quarantine
e.
against thr•Itorld.
—Three more negro murderers
were hanged yesterdt at Mempho.
One was arrested as fugitive here
and returned to Tenneia
RED MEN POWWOW
OTEGA TRIBE VISITED BY
BRETHREN FROM BROOK-
PORT, ILL.
Four Candidates Initiated—A Fine
Talk Enjoyed, With Some "Do-
ings" on the Side.
Otega tribe of Red Men had a very
pleasant and well-attended meeting
last night at their wigwam. Interest
was increased through the presence
of a large part of the members of
Mantino tribe asa, of Brook-
port, Ill., which carat over to visit
the locals and witness their degree
team work on four candidates the
visitors brought along with them. In
addition the locals and their guests
were privileged to listen to a very
fine talk upon the order made by Mr.
S. C. Moore, Great Keeper of the
Wampum for the State, of Louisville,
who is in the city, and a brief talk
from Mr. Lee Levy, Past Sachem of
the tribespf Owensboro, who has just
removed to Paducah. It was a meet-
ing at Which there was considerable
"doings," and one which all present
will long remember with pleasure
The visitors from Brookport came
over on a special boat and returned,
the same way shortly after midnight.
M. J. J. Frundlich, who is organiz-
ing tribes of Red Men in this end of
the state, has just enrolled a bribe at
Hazel, Calloway county, and Tues-
day evening next the degree team of
Otega Lodge will go down to put
"feathers in the hats'5 of the would-
be braves.
Standpatters Hard Hit.
(St. Louis Republic-)
Standpat republican polittians re-
ceived s paralyzing blow in the first
day's session of the reciprocity con.:
vention. The great farming vote of
the Northwest and the Centralwest,
with sit whose support the repablican
party cannot exist, was powerfully
represented, while many Eastern man
ufocturers, for whose special benefit
the Dingley tict was passed, were there
to declare that the prohibitive tariff
has proven a di-appointemnt.
But the heiviest blow dealt the
standpatters was the revolt in Illinois.
Joseph G. Cannon, who was speaker
of the Fifty-eighth congress and wants
to be speaker of the Fifty-ninth, was
not there, tt be sure, but Senator She!
by M. Cullom, who has been claimed
as a prince of *tandpatters, was, and
his remarks gave a severe shock to the
standpatters. He not only declared
himself in favor cif reciprocity as a
means <4 holding and extending our
foreign markets, but if reciprocity
treaties cannot be ratified he has an-
other msiceshift which he calls "Max-
imum and minimum tariff." He even
nses the words "revising where neces-
sary the tariff," words above all oth-
ers hateful to standpatters, and posi-
ively treasonable to Dingleyisni.
Senator Cullom nearing the end of
his fourth term in the senate, desires
election to a fifth. He has been mix-
ing much among the people during
the last few weeks and know: the re-
publican sentiment of his state as well
as any man in it. His utterances may
be taken to mean that the republican
party of Illinois favors modification Rif
Dingleyism. His statement that the
West is almost unanimously in favor
of reciprocity—Eastern senators are
almost solidly against it," reveale a
division along sectitnal lines that
promises trouble for the republican
party in congress at no distant day.
Governor Charles S. Detwerr would
be glad to serve Illinois in the senate
in Cullom's stead, and is credited to
playing to that end a MT, hand most
skillfully. He, also, is in tolerable
close touch with republican sentiment
in the state of Illinois. He made it a
point to :peak before the reciprocity
convention and to declare in favor of
the "enectment of laws and the nego-
tiation of treaties" that will help to
keep the foreign trade we already
have and to get more.
The utterances of these two men
voice the commands of Illinois repub-
licans. If former Speaker Cannon
does not come out of the ranks of the
standpatters he will be as dearly a
rebel against his party in his own state
as former Speaker Henderson was
against the republican patty of Iowa
when he refused re-election on the
Iowa platform of histility to every
tariff scttedule that shelters a monop-
oly.
Nebraska and Minnesota ace states
that the republican party cannot afford
to offend or to lose. Both were rep-
resented in the recipsocity convention,
one by its governor and the other by
a senator. These states find that they
are not protected by the Dingley tariff
and demand that their interests be no
longer sacrificed by it.
What are the standpatters going to
do about it Will they give way to a
demand that is irrisistible in the West
and strong in commercial centers of
the Fast' or will they stand and be
run over? If reciprocity and tariff
revision republicans do not subdue or
run over them, the deniocratic party
in the congressional elections of next
year certainly will.
—John Young, a negro, has cued
his wife Lizzie Young, forsdivorce, al-
leging abandonment.
WE BELIEVE YOU WOULD FEEL MUCH EASIER IF YOU
WOULD RUN AN ACCOUNT AT THIS BANK. IT PROVIDES A
BARRIER AGAINST FUTURE MISFORTUNE THAT ENABLES.
OUR DEPOSITORS TO GO TO BED AND SLEEP WITHOUT, AT
LEAST, WORRYING ABOUT FINANCES. ONE DOLLAR WILL
START AN ACCOUNT.
B. M. SCorr,
President,
GEO. C. THOMPSON,
-1 • - 1., Vice-President and
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
Manager.
.".st
Mechanics & farmers
Savings Bank
227 BROAPWAY.
The Demands of Friendship.
Life, after all, is compact not of
things, nor yet of activities, tasks,
and pleasures, but, above all else,
of the intricate relations in which we
stand to other men; many and vari-
ous, major and minor as these may
be, there yet remains not only an as-
pee; of conduct suitable to each, but
a definite choice as to the plane of
exaltation upon -which relationship
shall be held. Exaltation is a level
many fear, and,stike all heights, it has
its dangers; the vision may easily
otptaq moth siti.8noqs•aqi pue Uiic
hut when we contemplate the sordid-
ness and commonplacencss which
paint in dull drab the recurrent days
of average life, we grow to feel that
even a fall from a dizzy height may
be better than the weary dragging of
the feet across a dusty plain.
Probably the first condition ..f a
noble relation is effort. No one has
ever yet drifted into nobility. No
one, and as it may seem, has ever
achieved a fine and lasting friend-
ship, a complete marriage, a close and
helpful bond of parent and child,
without a conscious struggle. For a
fine relation shoot. out beyond the
necessary and the obvious duties, and
decorates itself with works of super-
erogation. These are the tasks that
a man in love instinctively perform:.
That 'is a state of divine enthusiasm
where the set limits of duty seems
a hopelessly meager expression of the
surplus emotion. But being in love,
like all enthaslasms, is of the spirit,
and the wins of the spirit bloweth
where it listeth, and cannot be count-
ed upon to abide. The gift of sith
visitation of emotion in a chance and
casual corner to poor mortality,
though doubtless if this were para-
dise each human being would peren-
nially he in some such fervent frame
of mind toward every other being.
Rut under earthly conditions it sets
the nerves to irritated tingling, and
its very unwontedness set. the brain
to inventing rhyme*. To follow Ern*
for his loavei and fishes 'is not feasi-
ble is a permanent pursuit, and the
true task is to turn the spontaneous
glow of feeling into a steady current
of ready sympathy and acceptable
service.—Harper's Weekly.
Involuntary Grimaces.
How often is an otherwise charming
or beautiful face deprived of its at-
tsactiveness by the presence of invol-
untary grimaces or spasms! These
fseial contotrione appear to be one of
the natural sequence's of progressive
civilization, with its train of nervous
affections and diseases. The !MCC-
civilized and unnatural the conditions
of life, the more comenon do thew
nervous manifestations appear to be.
There is hardly any variety of
spasm of the muscle of the face which
is not at some time or another brought
to our notice in the form of an invol-
untary grimace. Sometimes the eye-
brows are intermittently elevated,
sometimes there is' a spaitmodic clos-
lire of the eyelids, which is nothing
more or less than a wink; sometimes
the coiner of the mouth is drawn tip,
or the nostrils are raised and dilated,
as if an effort were being made to
sniff some disagreeable or pungent
vapor. At other tithes the eyelid is
affected with an almost invisible but
uncomfortable spasmodic contraction.
Most of these so-called tricks origi-
nate in childhood, and occasionally
they appear. for the first time in adult
indiyuals. In this latter caw they are
seldom co sericite: and are notch easier
to core. Actors and ethers Who have
great ccmimand over facial expression
and are constantly bringing the musc-
les of the face into 'use are more like-
ly to develop involontary Ft:Hulas-es of
this kind than are people of phlegmat-
k disposition and expressionless face.
Grimaces of the kind, when they ap-
pear in grown-op people, are nsually
known technically as histronic spasms
They can often be cured -by complete
rest, tonics, and nerve sedatives, hut
the more moral form of facial contor-
tion, which originates in ,childhood,
de.fies treatment to a far greater ex-
tent.
44.+4.441-114-1-1-4-1-1-1 s! I o-1-1-1-14
Most
Fragrant
Perfumes
We carry an extensive assort-
ment of most fragrant perfumes
—both American and foreign—
assortments which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well as all the did favorite
odors. Prices always reason-
able, never excessive.
J. IL Oehlschlaeger
Drigalst
Sixth sod lesadway
TELEPHONE 63.
44••H-H-14++114-1-1.1-4•4-4-1-1-eee
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. o TeL 756.
Prescriiiticms called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
City,
Criminal Insurance.
(Chicago Chronicle)
"Criminal insurance," said a detec-
tise, "is the insurance that thieves
and blacklegs take out in case of ar-
rest. For instance: You are a second-
story man. You make about $2,50o-a
year, the average second-story man's
income, and you carry an insurance of
$0000, for which you pay the prem-
ium of $ias a year. Now, if you are
arrested the Insurance company steps
forward and hands you ji,000. Thus
you are able to get the best of law-
yers for your defense. Receivers of
stiolonosissOwe..4nally rich, and it is
these men as a ride who carry on the
criminal instsrance lnisloess: I know,
a criminal insuranretcompany in Phil-
adelphia, aother is New York and a
third in St. Louis. The policies run
from Soso to $5.ogo and the premiums
are always enormous. This is because
the danger of arrest is so great. Be-
sides the crimihal insurance concerns
I know of a curious beneficial organi-
zation that is conducted among the
criminals of Illinois. Each member of
the organization' pays in St a week,
and In case of imprisonment his fam-
ily receives $5 weekly as long as his
sentence fasts."
Dropping 'From an Airship.
S
(Nfinncapolis Journal )
Somebody proposes that .every ex-'
pe'rimenter with, an aeroplahe be com-
pelled to carry a parachute." H You
think it is easy to grab a parachute.
aixt open it tinder stress it might be
well for yots to go out and fall off thes
barn with an umbrflla and see how
difficult it is to get action with the'
umbrella while in transit. The best
piece to experiment with aeroplanes
is over water, preferably soft water.
While it is no joke to drop a mile
and land in the lake, it is much more
hinn;rons than it is to alight on lams/.
On water Our chances of being
kilcde;s only shout ninety-e;g4it out
of 100.
Sleeplessness
MAY SOMETIMES BE DUE TO BAD HEALTH, BUT MORI OFTEN
IT MAY BE DUE TO WORRY. HOW MUCH SLEEP DO YOU
LOSE OVER YOUR FINANCIAL AFFAIRS? CAN YOU ALWAYS
GO TO SLEEP WITHOUT WORRY ABOUT THE FUTURE?
.41 14
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V. "BOB" TAYLOR
•••
At Irie Kentucky, Monday Night, Aug. 2 1 .
For The Benefit of The Paducah Traveling Mens' Association. The Subject of His Lecture Will Be His Famous
"CASTLES IN THE AIR."
"Bob" Taylor, as he is familiarly called by everyone in the South, is one of the most eloquent and Popular men
on the lecture platform and in public life. He is deservedly popular in Paducah and should be enthusiastically
received. His new lecture is conceded to be his best. Everybody should go out to hear him.
ADMISSION, 25, 50 AND 75 CENTS
WERE PROMPTLY BOUNCED.
Negro Steamboatrnen Frain Near New
Orleans Driven From the City.
The 'move on" ordinance was ap-
plied yesterday afternoon on some
strange negroes. They had just got-
ten oft the steamer Alice Brown,
where they had been employed as
deck hands. The boat had come firm
the coal fleet ao miles north of New
Grit-ans. and the city officials had been
apprised of the fact. It was unneces-
sary for any explanation regarding
health certificates, as they came from
too close to tlee yellow fevI4, dimes,
Qtficers Rpgeri and Johnson weee de-
tailed to inform the negroes to not.
tarry in Paducah but board the first
train out of the city. They were es-
ct rted to a Union station street cat
and Officer Hurley and Churchhill of
that beat were telephoned to see that
the n.egroes left the Sity his rail. s
The negroes had just been paid ott
and when the officers apprehended
them they were in a South Second
street clothing store where they had
perchaerd goods to the amount of
nearly $40.
The officers allowed them to remain
until their purchases were made but
very thoughtfully informed them to
—nest change wearing apparel and leave
any of their old clothes in the city.
The meg-nee were very desirous of
remaining in Paducah, but when last
seen they were "drifting farther from
us.,.
CITY COURT YESTERDAY. ,
Judge Cross Orders Negro Fugitives
From Tennessee Delivered.
Courtney Long was fined $5 by the
judge for a breach of ordinance, but
the fine was suspended.
The trial of W. C. Stanford charged
with keeping his saloon open on Skin-
day was not pulled off but continued
tattif-ftitt Monday. The bond of the
prosecuting witness, I. A. Jeffries was
decTafid forfeited and an attachment
was issued for him.
Mable Grace, Ada Clark, Oscar
Broyles and Henry Johneosi for disor-
derly conduct were fined $3 each with
the costs to be divided.
Will Jackson and Hafford Howard.
negross, were turned over to Sheriff
Edwards, of Paris, Tenn. They were
fugitives from justice, the foimer be-
ing wanted in Gadsden, Tenn., on the
charge of shooting at a white man
with intent to kill. Howard is wanted
at Paris, Tenn., on a number of lar-
ceny charges. They were taken away
yesterday afternoTiii
LIVINGSTON ECHOES
A High Compliment Paid a Paducah
Lad'.
(Smithland Banner, 17th.)
The school house in the Culver dis-
trict was burned to the grousd last
Saturday night, and it is thought that
it was fired by .ome de-signing party,
:r else was accidentally set on fare by
gambling parties who have thought
to frequent the place. It was a good
house, worth about $600. •
A fine new barn belonging to C. F.
Lucus, a prosperous and prominent
farmer !of the Newbeut sections was
destroyed by fire Saturday night. In
the tire he lost about twenty* tons of
baled hay beside, a large amount of
loose hay, and about too bushels of
cid corn. The barn was built about a
ytar ago and was an excellent struc-
ture, making a total loss of about
Veto. The fire was, without doubt, of
incendiary origin.
Mks. Nellie B. Dailey, wife of Dr.
H. H. Duley, Jr, Paducah, a talented
and prominent lady while coming
down on the Rees Lee, returning from
a recent visit to relatives in Louisville,
was prevailed upon to recite for the
entertainment of the passengers, and
the superintendent of a college in Mis
sissippi happened to be pre-sent and ,
was se, charmed with Mrs Duley, as
as artist, volunteered to offer her a
chair of elocution in his college. Corn
ing as it did, without colicitation, it is
quite a compliment antLan honor to
Mrs. Duley. She formerly resided
here and has many friends here who
will be glad of the honor .bestowech
upon her by such a competent judge
of talent and of real art. She does
not think of accepting the place.
The news of the death of Mr. New-
ton Love, a former citizen of the Sa-
lem country, this county, reached here
late last week. Mr. Love moved to
Teems a few years ago and died there
last Monday, and the body was
brought here and buried last Wednes-
day. He was about 66 year: of age,
a highly esteemed citizen and a de-
voted member of the Presbyterian
church He leaves a wife and five
children all of whom are now in Tex-
as. They are: Newton, Jr., Quincy
B., Henry, Miss Carrie and Miss Min-
nie. Miss Minnie has been in Padu-
cah for the past few years, but went
to Texas upon learting that her fath-
er was dangerously ill, but arrived too
late to see him alive. M. Quincy
Love accompanied the remaios to Sa-
• is -km.
Justice R. J. Barber has returned
ft am Memphis.
SUMMONED BY THE EMPEROR
Relations Between Great Britain and
Germany Take on New Phase,
Berlin, Aug. 18.—According to sev-
eral high officials of the government
Prince Von Buelow, the Imperial
Chancellor, who Wednesday left
Norderney, where be was spending
his vacation, for Berlin, went yester-
day to the castle of Wilhelmshoehe
to see Emperor William. Dr. Von
Mueberg, Under Secretary of the
Foreign Office, who left Berlin for a
vacation of several weeks, was cud-
denly recalled to join the Chancellor
at Wilhelrnshoehe.
The reason for these movements is
so far only the subject of conjecture,
but it is known that the relation be-
tween Great Britain and Germany
have recently been on the point of
breaking to an extent beyond the
knowledge of the public. Precisely
what happened has not been learned,
but if a serious situation existed in-
deed it is understood it has not yet
been dissipated. The British gov-
ernment appears to hold the convic-
tion that the German Emperor is
seeking to form a European0 cornti-
ration against Great Britain.
• - -CHICAGO TO THE GULF.
Congressmen Will Make Inspection
Trip Down Proposed Waterway.
Chicago, Aug. 18.—Martin B. Mad-
den, representative of the First Illi-
nois congressional district, Lorimer,
oi the Sixth, and others, will make a
trip in a gasoline launch down the pro
posed Aterway from Chicago to New
Orleans early next fall. The trip will
be made for the purpose of getting all
possible information to aid them in
advocating the passage of a bill by
congress making appropriation for
building the proposed ship canal that
will complete a deep waterway to the
soil.
Was Olnly Saw Dust.
An Eastern firm of tobacco people
are getting out a new substitute for
their smoking tobacco, but it promises
not to be very popular owing to var-
ious reasons. To this Mr. J. S. Ab-
bott, of Paris, Tenn., can testify. Yes-
terday morning he purchased a bag of
the tobacco from a local dealer and
after making a cigarette and straining
all his suction powers for a smoke, ex-
amined the cause and found the sack
to contain nothing but saw dust.
Mr. F. M Barnard, of Simithland, is
in the city.
TO WELCOME "BOB" TAYLOR.
Members of the T. M. C. Meet To-
night to Arrange This Matter.
' —
President Sanchez, of the Travel-
ing Men's Club, has issued a Call for
a meeting of all members this.even-
ing at 8 o'clock in the Palaner House
Grill room. Tttis meeting is for the
purpose of selecting reception com-
miqees and making other arrange-
ments towards entertaining ex-Gov.
'Bob Taylor, and to complete other
things regarding the lecture.
The lecture of Mr. Taylor on "Cas-
tles in the Air" will take place Mon-
day night at the Kentucky, and a rec-
ord
-breaking crowd is promised. Mr.
Taylor will arrive here at 1:15 o'clock
Monday afternoon, over the N., C. &
St. L. railroad.
The first decision of the club was
to meet the speaker with a brass
band, but as several members object
to that move it will not be known
until after the meeting tonight just 
GETS AFTER MAYOR WEAVER.
Philadelphia Coun. cil Wants to Know
His Reason for Changes.
Philadelphia, Aug. 18.—The Select
Branch of City Councils passed a res-
olution calling for the appointment
of a committee of seven, with full
power to investigate the removal of
all officers and employes of the city
during the last three months. The
resolltition gives the committee fill
power to summon witnesses and ern-
ploy counsel and such other assit-
ance as may be deemed necessary.
The resolution was introduced by
Milton C. Work, who explained that
two directors of departmedts, sever-
al bureau chiefs and several hundred
other employes have been dismissed
from the service of the city without
the Mayor giving any reason to eoun-
cils, as required by the law' govern-
ing the city.
EXHAUSTION OF
4strat kind of greeting will be given 
the distinguished visitor. The Ante- 
APPROPRIATION.
mobile Club may be secured
to join in and meet the distinguished Reported Reason for Suspension
lecturer at the train. The tickets for Work on Panama Canal.
this lecture will go on sale at 9
o'clock this morning at the Ken-
otict,
OUT IN GRAVES COUNTY.
Some Personal and Other Notes of
Semi-Logical Interest.
(Mayfield Messenger, 17th.)
Mr. C. L. Myers, of the Cumber-
land Telephone Company, came out
from Paducah today and is highlt
pleased wigs the progress the work is
making here.
Morris Brothers, the confection-
ers, have sold out their business to
Philip Slaughter, who will hereafter
conduct it.
Misses Katherine and Ethel Rob-
ertson returned to Paducah, after
attending the Nelson-Flack wedding.
The many friends of Mr. J. I.
Langston, who formerly lived at this
place, will be glad to learn that he is
doing quite well at Knoxville, Tenn.
The people in the Brewers Mill
section are very proud of Young Burt
Lyles, a kung man well known in
May-field, and is about 22 years old.
He is the son of Mr. Joe Lyles, a
prominent farmer of that section.
Young Lyles is studying for the min-
istry, and is now attending school at
McKenzie, Tenn.
Mr. Thomas Crice is in Memphis on
besiness.
CONFIDENT OF WITTE"S AID.
Banker Seligman Pays High Tub-.
ute to the Russian Statesman.
New Yorle, Aug. r8.—Isaac N. Se-
ligman, the banker, refitrned from
Portsmouth, N. H., yesterday and ex-
pressed the belief that the peace con-
ference will become a bright spot on
history's pages. Speaking of the
meeting between M. Witte and the
Jewish, bankers, including himself,
Mr. Seligman said:
"We did not ask for the confer-
ence. Neither did M. Witte call for
it. It had been arranged by other
parties to have us come oigether We
were much impressed by M. Witte,
his breadth, his candor and his hu-
man feeling. As we understood it,
he ha 55410 power to do what we asked,
but we believe that he will use his
good offices and that he will be in a
position to bear our message to the
Emperor in a convincing way that we
are confident will bear fruit."
NEGROES REFUSE TO WORK.
.of
Labor Situation in Christian County
Has Become Serious.
Panama, Aug. 18.—It is currently
reported that the suspension of en-
gineering operations on the canal is
owing to the exhaustion of the con-
gres,ional appropriation, although the
reason officially given is that the sue-
petition is due to the desirability of
undertaking improvement of sanitary
conditions in the zone. A resump-
tion of operations is not expected
until congress meets.
Washington, Aug. 17.—It is stated
at the Isthmian Canal Bureau that
when President Shonts assumed of-
fice he found six millions of the ten
million dollars appropriation for be-
ginning the canal work available.
Calling in accountants, he made a
careful monthly allotment of this bal-
ance, so as to continue the work un-
til .the essiddte of December, when
congress could provide further appro-
priations. This allotment is in force
successfully, and at soon as sanitary
arrangements are satisfactory, the ca-
nal construction will go forward with
dispatch. There wilt, therefore, be
no necessity for recourse to the bond
issue.
---The delay in beginning the laying
of pipes for the sewers on Kentucky
avenue and Jefferson street is caused
hy the non arrival of the pipes. These
pipes are to be used for the storm wa-
ter sewerage.
1
Hopkinsville, Ky., Aug. 18.—The
question of labor is getting to be a
serious one with the -farmer's of ttis
county. Negroes cannot be securof
to work in the fields, except by the
payment of exorbitant prices, and
even then they' cannot be relied awn%
for any length of time. The tobacco
crops are ripening and must be saved
at the proper time, or be a complete
loss
Yesterday a farmer approached a
group of seven negroes in front of a
saloon and offered them work. Only
one of these was sufficiently interest-
ed to inquire about the matter at all,
and he asked what wages would he
paid. The farmer told him Si per day
and board, to which the negro re-
plied, "Well, I don't guess you want
me."
VICTIM OF FEVER.
Mrv Bayne Passes Away at Her
Home on North Eighth Street.
Mrs. Florence Payne, wife of Mr.
James Bayne, of the Paducah Brew-
ing Company, died yesterday morning
after a five weeks' illness of typhoid
fever. She was 35 years of age, and
a daughter of Mr. A. W. Holt, of near
Ogden's Landing. Besides a mother,
two brothers, ?sfsessrs. W. L. and
George Holt, and two sisters, Mrs.
Goode and Mrs. Harper, are left. The
body will be buried at Ogden today.
I Second and Ohio Streets.
Only 13 Days More Before Coal Prices Advance
Order Now and Save 2 Cents a Bushel.
nest Kentucky Lump 11 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 10 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)
C. M. BUDD, Manager l/
OP 40 da OD lb • Both Telephone Numbers 2
'VD OF ANCIENT YETEOlt.
laborers at Williamsburg. N. Y.. OMB
heart What Appears to Ws
liftrirlrt seemed to be trainmen et atitle on meteor, which may have
Ilesseended to the earth centuries ago,
as discovered the other day by some
leleorers who are excavating a oeLlas
Oil Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
Oren, Williamsburg, N. Y. The dim
revery was made at • depth of 40 foe%
lb being necessary to remove • kill a
Peet high before the sidewalk level was
peached.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth to
the cellar excavation the men came
upon the hard substene, and at drat
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
petraordinary weight, however, made
aem exarnthe it more closely, and
When they cut into a large piers* of
the matter they found the interior was
a soLid mass of iron ore beneath a
enlace several inches deep of harsh
end yellow clay.
The search was extended further,
bad the men earns upon • perfectly
Iformed ape's head and also a ram's
bead. All the matter was turned oyes
I. Frank N. Schell, the contractor,
whew will transfer the relics to some
esuseunt.
I It appears to ineoe said Mr. SchelC
"that when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago, it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are &11 ancient is evident
from the hard yellow clay which ear.
mounts each place."
Old Moavoisly
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
Plikiellaring Devise of Special Merle
S. aes reacee on dense of tka
Warships.
1 The navy department is prorlatng
some of the warships with a new llfe
,..ft, says a Washington 'pullet te
She New York World. It consists of
an elliptical copper tube somewhat
Ilattensd, with air-tight compare
inenta, strengthened by fins. Tha
San is incased in cork. wound with
omen and mada absolutely water-
eight. Attacked to this float is
rope netting three feet deep, from
'which is 'depended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
en the Inner side of the float .rorn
seags which travel on lashings, 'a
that the bottom 'rests a he propel
position, no matter which aide of the
ant falls ripen the water when it
le thrown overboard. It does net re
lake to be righted, adjusted os
horned shoot; it is ready for servthe
She moment It strikes the watts
des are attached to the sides of the
Seat to propel It when it is occupied.
•Sairegb persons cannot get on this
matt to sink it, and, maths the Life
beat, It cannot sepals* or founder,
mea, like a raft, go to panes against
Abe sides of • ship
The war department is eonidering
Oh. advieatAlity of equipping army
eransporte with the earn sort sal
Seat.
NAUTICAL SCFC•OL AT MANILA.
envoi omelets to De ElverTtling
• sli• t• I ge rilledeaoy
of the Institetliss.
Naval officials at Manila htend to de
everything possible for tho succese of
the nautical school at that place. This
Institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been in
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United States navy, who was recently
detached fr m that duty and ordered
home for complicity in certain irreg.
year business relatiens wish army sub-
stateless officers at hthnila. Anothes
officer has been placed in charge of the
Institution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philippine beands in
ouch professional duties as will eicrAp
the cadets to perform tie.' duties of
masters and officers of merchant vete
eels. But, while the education is chief.
Sy of a technical and &professional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal instruction in the general
hunches of mathematics, geography,
grammar. English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
sehool with a practice ship to cone
bine practical with theoretical !nitre°.
Son in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirements of the pro-
fession for which the students are to
be prepared.
VVIrelees Telegraphy for Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equIpieent, will point
rut in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Wsshinge
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer.
loan men of war with, system of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recom-
mend 'he system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
sou Clover, naval attache in London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that swine-
lees telegraph expert be sent to Eng-
Ind to represent the nary in the
Atrial@ of the two new system.. do.
'toped by Lloyd's agency.
absotrieity en New York control.
lelootricity for the Kew York Coo-
lest railroad, at least to equip its
Boum from the city's limits to the
Grand Central station, is more ,thats
▪ 
poseliblity of the near tutu' e. It Is
said that an electric engine, in many
et its detail's unlike anything now Is
parries, has been perfected, and that
It vrill soon have a trial. If its SILO
won is as great as is promised, steam
power may pass from the Grand NM
Ira" Oaten before January 111111,
•alae et Elunegota Warm i114
°net& farm leads hay tilb
MOTO than IN per one— 11
thsti;
.•11111
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Items et Information Pertaining te
CaWaary Department-Osumi,
Excellent Dlaboott.
Aluminum is now being- used axe
sansively as a material for toilet arta
ales. It has advantages over alive/
a being light in weight, and never
tarnishing, while it costa leas and can
be treated in an equally artistic man
set, says Boston Budget..
With a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one has
• reliable cue to begin operations.
For instance, have a small can of it
and mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, •
rill of consomme in which is die-
solved half an ounce or even leas
relatine. Put this into paper cases
er into little china molds and set
en ice for as long a time as necea.
sary, or longer, and unmold when
serving.
Old potatoes should always be
,laced over the stove in cold water
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old potatoes stand in ice we.
ter for an hour or two after peeling
and before cooking.
Epicurean butter is served with
grilled meats, etc. To make it, put
two tablespoonfuls of Leah butter
as a small bowl, and work into it
thoroughly with the point of a tie
;et- knife a mixture of cayenne,
nixed herb powder, minced parsley,
lemon juice and mushroom powder.
When this is accomplished, set it on
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
into dainty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading thin ovals or bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
shopped olives and a little mayore
nein.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the atone spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful no to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
used in doughnuts and fried drop
rakes, causing the dough to burst out
Is very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow
lkr makes the dough rise slowly, ea
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if Toe would
have the best results, either put the
biscuit into an oven of moderate
rather than intense heaty that they
may have time to rise before • brows
snot la termed, or let them stand
tem safnates to Ham sad thee pat
them into a hot even.
Creamed chicken or creamed sweets
breads may tabs the pins of creamed
oysters, and are really mere whole-
some and more easily prowered. Par-
boil the sweetbreads and pick them
apart; to each pe,h• allow one can of
mushrooms washed and chopped Ens.
Stir these into• pint of cream sauce.
Where chicken is used, to each three
pounds of chicken that has been most
sarefully boiled and cut into dire al-
low a can of mushrooms and a pint
sf cream sauce.
FASHIONABLE FEMININITY.
attractiv• features et Walst• on.
Gewe• for Summer Wear—A
leases el Fleaseca.
Apropos of revivals, it may not be
amiss to hint that a, return of the
pannier overskirt is persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian sIl scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is a
conspicuous favorite of the best de-
signers, and daring bits of contrast
Ainslie a feature of Parte gowns
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a Bettis
foundation for the skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy • great
rogue during the coming season.
They are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
two shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There Is • new China silk which ia
listinguished by perpendicular line.
of open work, like drawn work, with
dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
Jeep mitten-shaped miffs of lace, the
lace threaded with narrow velvet rib
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of raffles.
Quite a numbes or the new fancy
waists are wade *with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow 01111
we the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sometivers two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jiebot and concealing the hoe.
toning of the bodice.
noes the nether Young and lIagmer.
This charming power to throwaway
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
fan when we lay cooing in her arms,
and she was the happiest of women is
winsequence. Is It not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
ing we should forgot the trick of
playing with her psy tile time we are
grown? No girl, I am lure, could pow
dblr misinterpret use into meaning
that we are to turn sober sonsideree
dons into foolish -idiot:do What I
really mean is that many matters
would be improved if a sense of Inmate
hied it. light upon hem; and this ease
Meet* sememplishe di by gtria.-4Ealso
I Dab%to mdiair lira await* 4
A JUNGLE "INFAIR."
11\I A COUNTY In southern larnois ame11 leas than • decade ago there still re.
mained a rural section whicOs the people La
the towns designated as the "jungle," a term
el contumely handed down from a period
when this portion of the county was isolated
by' impasseble roads an* (veered with dense
Leaner.. The "jungle" fall behind is the
march of progress. The farm wagon cow
eared the family to church on Suede). whoa
the people on the prairie rode is "spring
wagon" or owned buggies. There was on
prevailing style of architecture, which is AM
frequently seen, the square log house with
one room and a boxed-up kitchen at the eide,
The lights streaming through the one small
wiadow snowed such decorations on tke
wells as & shotgun and rifle, the horn pow
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
of the hunt, while on wintur'eveningh the
glewing firelight from the Cavernous fire-
place threw shadows in and out among the
festoons_ of oziona, a dried pumpkin, and
"middlin's" suipendseLfrom the rafters.
The house in which IIester Lane was bora
rind in a small cleared space in the heart
of the "jungle." Here she grew to wormerhood with no wider experience with theatre
aide world than the weekday walk te tie
&merest village, and an annual journey them
eotuity seat in fur time.
Her first hardship came to her at the tee
of six, when she must trudgo each day too
le miles to the district school. But school
days in the "jungle" were soon over, the bop
getting the most of the "schoolin' " because
the girls married and had no use for it.
There were no bachelor maids in the "Pee
gle." Marriage was a certainty about white
there could be no doubt.
Hater Lane being whet the natives of the
"jung:e" called • "good, smart girl.", VI
wee expected she would make a good match.
If the Line home was more picturesque
than some of its neighbors it was because
Heater's hand trained the morning glove
vines over the window in summer and lit/
the woodpile behind a bank of nerdy holy-
hocks and princess feethers. Tin pane
and pails shone nowhere else with suck
brightness and luster as they did on that
beach outside the kitchen door. Besides
Hester had pieced more patchwork quilts
ea the long winter evenings than any other
girl In ohs "jungle," where a feather bed
and bedding and a cow was the dowry every
bride was expected to bring to her law
band.
Heater had her choke between &ph"
Bludaoe's eon William and "Jim" Gillian?
whose father no the big land owner In
the "jur.gle" and could set off ten acres
for the young people to start out with. Be--
ins • prudent-minded young woman, Her.
ter took "Jim" sad the wedding dee yes
set for Octorber.
Squirts Ilindsoe, wise had "tied the knot"
In every marriage coremonT which had
taken place in the "jungle' for a decade,
efliciatad, and supplemouted the
wit's each solemn advice u he d=1"
 g
ausessary for tits young people to tabs. A
wedding is the "jungle" was • quiet aid;
the ma- celebration being the "infair" on the
knowing day, when the young hualmad teak
his bride to his father's lion&
lin and proud Hester looked es Air
sat beside "Jim," ea the treat seat of the
sew wagon in her "inlair" Cress al "sky
Ins detain," trimmed with white leas as
the Miles, arid her last season's hat re-
decorated with fresh ribbon bows. This
ging away outguns reeresentod the savth.p
es the Bah of eggs and better &boy, the
family groceries for many weeks. It was
"handmade," too, • sewing ersec.hin ase
rot being on. of the luxuries of the Lane
housekold.
Early as thee were, the 'Infer" g.m.er
IMO arriving before them. The chairs
were arranged in a semicirsh around the
room, and "Jim" and Hester eat down
sear the open door. Du company, the
elder members first, came forward one by
one and shook them by the hand and
Awed their congratulations. Them was
ea'y one phrase In which the good wishes
meld be oosveyed. "I wish you much joy,*
repeated each neighbor, solemnly, an sae
dews again- Theis these was seance in the
room, the guests staring blankly at the
bride and groom, who relieved their elm
berrannent by occasional whispers to each
ether.
Who. the jests and witty sayings
enlivened the festivities of the "jungle"
were exhausted some of the older folks ber
gut enninieentang of former wedding ea
easion.
91'. carless how the wor:d does chanip."'
said Untie "Jimmy" Taylor. He end hi.
wife, 'Ant Laura," were the pioneers
of the lessee" "Yon young folks=
pet married and start out is the 
y. 
nowadays &net know what hard times are.
You've /umber to floor your house with1
and a cook stove, and you can bey bode
as/ chains and table already made_ It
wasn't so 150 years ago, when leers and I
get hitched.
"Lasa-a lived at old Keokuk-1e Hes
father had come ever on to the Illinois side
from Kentucky, and I, being a roving chap
and tired of Ternewee hills, turned up there
time day and went to work for him. Ike&
was all done by bond hi those dare .4
helped in the cern planting. We fail
In love and' were married. On. day after
that I took Laura up behind me on a horso,
end with all our worldly goods tied In •
ImnrEe we etarted out to seek our fcrrtuat
Is a new pantry. We newsy 
.
we reached the "jungle," and ttraorup g
piece of land and built a cabin. I made ala
the furniture with my own hands1 and
molted on the °olds in the
Ii go to Ft. Louis for almost
is those days. and Laura staid alone is
wilderness, but the 'radians were gone,
there wasn't anything more dangerous In
the woods than varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't have 'len? dinners
tokyyee days," said 'Jim's' father, We
and venison, which Ire shot hi
woods, and for cake and pie we had
Porn pones baked In the coals on the
'Jim,' mother didn't have a sto
wedding dress like Hester hers, but
Huey woolur ahe wove herself and card
the wool for It, too. There win% no
lute in them days) the girl wee proud
maid get a bit of seen to snake a amithems;
Thar* would have been mere Aeries of thg
good old days when simplicity reigned 4
wedding fent*, but the man mad him"
May for the "lionsershinn," eel helm
Ike san went dews the Iogsel*Jter
arefelly hews sod piled on a pretty ettg
ea the ten awes were in their ei-sele eled
5 sew home wee reedy in th•
Inc the evening "Bill" Bledsoe, tke so
Meted niter, to show that he sherisheil se
brought his fiddle Lae time was a
knee Is the sew heraitAs•tellauseirorne
end the 'wedding
vAm" and Ilestar Itya ati3
Nagle,*
 
but the little Anse stz
1ocpea4dedtett, a neat
well-kept arch golden
thaproepcaity
NU 4
esd th
will 'sly MM. I
ANIMAL PSICHOLOG/
Quostions Suggested by the Pica
liar Habits of Raccoons.
linplatene a leathern Obeeirvor sit
the wasp et the Seemingly Lao.
tsiligent Little Denisena
of the Weeds.
'*.sa isms] psychology is to be studied,
I see, in Paris," said an observant
sitizen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and
the scientista are going to take the
subject up in a systematic, way. That
Is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
doubt be productive of much interest-
ing data. Heretofore what scieatiste
have said along this line, and in fact
all they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, anS it may be said
that &pelmet psychology has not passed
beyond the perely experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
among the so-called exact sciences.
But it has occurred to me that a busy,
bustling center of population, where
one may find so much that is artilicial,
so much that is out of harmony with
the natural order of things, would
sot be the place to prosecute in an
Intelligent and satisfactory way •
study of this interesting subject.
Surroundings a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better oppor-
tunity for the observance of mental
processes in the lower order of life,
although, of course, much may be
learned by the method which has been
adopted by European scientists.
"In the southern part of the United
Sim tes these scientiets might find much
data that would give them a more
definite clew to the reasoning meth-
ods of animals of the lower order.
That little trick of theoppossum, for
asstance, when he feigns death, shows
an element of shrewdness which one
rarely finds in orders of intelligens:se
supposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
Why is it that he will leap up on one
side of a tree and then jump as far as
he can from the other side? It is a
trick. He is trying to fool the dog
that is after him by making him be-
lieve he is up the tree. The 'coon has
practiced this game for so long that
no well trained dog will ever howl up
a tree until he has circled around it
several times to see if the game has
sot resorted to the usual make-believe.
'Why is it that a 'coon, when the
tree is falling under the effect of the
hunter's ax, will scamper dowel. tee
trunk of the tree toward the stump?
Se has two reasons for doing it. Is
the first place, unless the dog knowshis business, he will rush out in the
direction ef the falling tree. .believing
the gains will scamper out from the
asp. In the second place. he reasons
that it is safer for body and limb
In either event he is reasoning about
the thing. It is a psychological proo
ems. Instances have been reported
oy hunters of where 'coons wouldleap from the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained dogs, who woe :4
bang around the stump until they
scold scamper down the trunk of the
tree. But the rule is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make.,"
eoncluded the observant citizen, "is
that the woods an, fifled with thee'
evidences which might give the sei-
entists a clew to the reasoning turtle
oda of animals of the lower order."
REGARDINO WHITE ANIMALS.
Seasonal ObIllallre• IS be C010, ell
Certain Reast• and Bards
Quickly Occur.
A polar bear would not have a
chance in stalking 'seals if it were
of a darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of its nose.
The sailors who first landed on 'rani-
ous unknown arctic shores and bays
stated that the bea.rs used to take
them for seals, and begin to stalk
them at a considerable distance, lying
down fiat on tneir bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pho-
tograph by Mr. Gambier Bolton shows
the old polar bear at the Zoo, and
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an ic, hummock, when
they would get up. peer over to see
if the "seals" wene alarmed, and
wriggle-ea again. The sailors added
that they could always see the black
nose when the bear got up near, and
rowed that the bear put his paw over
his muzzle to hide it. The arctic
loxes, the 'MMus" have, the ptarmigan,
ryper and ermine all undergo the sea-
tonal change to white by an identical
process, says the London Spectator.
The hair or feathers, as the case
might be, lose color and tdrn white
by what may almost be described ae
an instantaneous process. In the
foxes and bird* the white comes is
patches; but the speed of the oelor
Amigo is remarkable. There are
many stories of people whose hair
bas turned white from shock "in a
single night." Judging by the birds
and foxes, thee. storismemust be true.
No one ever sees the process of fad-
ing going on. The feather or patch
of fur white" was brown or smoky
gray suddenly whitens. Yet no one
has actually steer' the color going.
The explanation usnaly given is that
It takes SUNS by night. There Jaime
so "half way" tint vetweena the white
and the original meet.
Is Out et the Rata.
I
The Father—I sir so glad Joe& got
sleeted to emigre's.
The Mother—Yea l'Ve • great ree
Sof. Re has tried we mine ways of
earatag a &las at* ibillsa•--Deissli
NT/TTCH GIRLS TIENT LOVE.
• Siagalar eveettee That Is ladalgadi
Is by Besse Young People. in
Peausylvaala.
Al Shamokin, Pa., some queer was
terns have survived the march of proge
ream among the Poles and Rusalana
Dne of then observances la "switch-
kg day." It to a favorite day foe
bashful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue, cap-
tures the belles of the community,
'eye an etcetera exchange.
For days the man has been In train.
tiik for the run ef his life, while the
maids adjure cornet and rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
we wooing slumber. Finally the
morning of "switabling day" arrives.
The man sees before him all the maid-
ens of his village. He may take his
pick. All he must do Is to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice—the maid whom he
would have for his wife. If she is
fleeter of foot than he and escapee
she Is free. If the man is beloved
his quarry she seldom yea away,
though hla feet are &Iasi in Ladles
shame
"Seettehing day" at Shainolda Is
1hster Sunday, when all the lads end
lanes of the soentry round about
rather at the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to run Is
accepted as • token that she is not
averse to her pursuer. The youth's
start Is &tempted as a proposal, and
no matter what misfortune may be-
fall his quarry he must provide .foe her
all the days of hie future Ufa
Pathetic indeed was the illustration
a this fast in the can of Sumo Mane
look who was by all odds the hand-
seinen girl In the Etonian colonise
for many miles about flee was loll
and slender and her eyes were &sum
bin. the was crowned with golden
heir, whites Few in dainty engine
tsetse upon her head. Min kanbcck
had snore suitors than she email as
mope and she was vory coy. • Fleet of
toot, the maid bad, sine es-riving at
S marriageable age, passed one
"switching day" in safety without the
giving of her promise.
Mho Ilanbok end"! aeon se the re-
seat festival occasion had succeeded
Is onbdistarscing all her pursuers.
Many were the races ehe had run, bat
sever had a switch or a mei of water
some Within reaching distastes of her
petits form. It was then that Andrew
ILobbasky, a shrewd young man, who
lad purposely waited until Mks Mem
bob had become fatigued, cave ohne.
Off darted the maid, end after hes
aped the puremer.
Down the railroad track they
wished, all unheeding. So 'melted
were both oontestante—the man run-
ning foe a wife, the girl for liberty—
that the approach of a train was me
settee& The engine tooted shrilly
and at Its blade Miss Manbok. at-
righted. etarnbled and fell upon the
rail. Both of her leg's were cut od
below the knees, but the doctor:fa
shewill live. And liobinsky,
teas of her being a cripple. desehwee
that he will keep b/.. rocuidir. wed
her just as soon Obi. te
leave the nurse's care.
•11111111
LOVE BALLS IN SEAN STATE&
Mattes. anti Interesting Dleemplos
Amens Y•ang Folks is Chli.
asee Empire.
TH:1 REVENGE 07 ANIMALS.
— —
Olds enpesassat eentiasen nein 1111
in Weil D•veloped in $ouse
ell Them.
--
A number of authentic anecdotal':
have been collected by Le Tour de
Monde to illustrate the fact that the
sentiment of revenge is very well dee;
eeloped in some animals. Everybody *
knows that elephants, for examplm •
have long memories when they ass'
subjected to treatment that Mirk'
their feelings. Capt. Shipp., of the
French army, discovered this fate to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
given an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The ear
tain had almost forgotten the In-
dent when he next saw the animist
and attempted to caress him: but the
elephant, recognizing the practical
loiter; suirdeilly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-by
and diffused it over the ofhcer's wife
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephants at the siege
of Burtpore. Water was scarce and
In great demand, which gave unusual
value to a well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and
its driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pall of water, a very
large and strong elephant seised the
pail and drank the water. The Brasiliar
elephant, conscious of his interline
strength, shows: no resentment but
bided his time. One day he saw his
enemy standing broadside by a well.
The little fellow suddenly rushed foes
ward with all the energy at his com-
mand. butted the big one on the setts
and tumlyed him over into the well.
An Indian missionary tells of an the
discreet person whom he saw tearing
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
a pin and then feeding him with let
tune salad which no elephant has any
use for. The animal was rather sloes
in anger and he had not fully decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed,
whst. he suddenly seised the man's hat
from his head, tore it into shreds and
dung the fragments into the face of
his tormentor.
A British magazine told, awhile
sem of a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller cocaine., as he
was a fighter and never intend e
thanes to mix up In a row. Most al
the doge in the neighborhood boris
sears as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them could match
elm in a fight. The idea finally os
warred to them, however, that there
Is strength in usion. and so one nigbil
about a dozen of them went to the
home of the tormentor and thrashed
him within an inch of his life. The
milkman found next morning that hie
dog was nearly dead from the wounds
'nflicted. When he recovered trout the
scrimmage he was &changed dog. hays
tag wholly lost his taste for fighting.
Sir Andrew Smith. a soolegise told
Darwin that one day he saw a tame
baboon in South Africa bespatter with
mud an officer. who, all spick and span,
eras on his way to palette. The officer
had frequently teased the animal,
which took this effective means of rse
venire. Parrots al..o are among Use
animals that do not soon forget per-
sons who tease or maltreat them
They mussily find some was to give
some unpleassant moments to those
who are unkind to therm
_
START Or 'JUR SHOE TRADE.
Fred W. Carey has recently ban
traveling through an almost unknown
part of the Chinese Shan states, which
lie between China proper and Burmah.
In the account of his journey, which
he recently read before the Royal
Geographical society, he spoke most
favorably of the women of the coun-
try, though his opinion of the men is
Pot so flattering, says the New Yorb
Sun.
La their face and figure, he says.
these Shan resemble the Japanese,
and • the women are, to say the least,
east as unconventional and fascinating.
There the resemblance ends. The MIS
are lazy, good-for-nothing fellows, who
never work unless they are aboolutely
obliged to do so. The women toil dur-
ing the summer in the rice fishes and
spend their time when at home in
weaving cloth and in household do-
ties They wear a very pretty we
turns, including a long white pent-
twat, which is much more neonate
than the ugly mieshapse trousers of
the Chinese women.
Mr. Carey dose-rib...a a diversion of
the young people which very much in-
terested him. As he paned through
the village. the eirla often provided
themselves with oottots seed bails,
which they call love nem and many
times he was pelted with .these love
missiles. He says they were of nurse
sot intended to convey any message
to him, but at the festivities which
take plan during New Year's these
colored balls have a very important
part to play On these newtons noth-
ing (mulct be more significant to a
young man, for she ta very careful to
threw it only to the particular Tonne
rqan whom sbe would like' to marry.
Thus she expresses her prefereooe for
one or another of the swain*. If the
Toting man ostc.has the bale the fact
le a sere Indication that he wishes
to wed the girl, and the engagement
might as well be announced at ones.
But if he mines the ball, the fan in.
that be does not reciprocate
the affection the maiden desires to
give him, and she must find a loves
elsewhere. At ell other times the game
Is simply a mode of flirtation. when
the maiden or man who fails to emboli
the heal must pay • Speak to the
thrown.
*Metal Curia.
Tbe queen's footmen wear wig,
wheals have eight rows of curls. 'where.
es those of the prime* of Wales are at.
Z.a eine rows, and those of thesa aria at laadlaaare sham map
hf -
•
Red..i of the °rtes.] Reuter, ie
114 Placed.. Exhibition la Dee-
ten Leather Expealliem
There is to be • shoe and teethes
exposition in Boston, which °gamin.
Des to be the able? market for boots
and shoes in the United States and
one feature of it is to be a reproduee.
lion of the original shoe factory In
the United States, says the New loft
For many years after the settle-
ment of the American colonies no ate
tempt was made to manufacture
boots and shoes for the market, foot-
wear being imported from England
and France. This was a period of
baod-made shoes exclusively, and la
towns large enough to have a local
shoemaker, be supplied all the needs
of the Inhabitants. In towns not
large enough to sustain a village cob-
bler a traveling shoemaker went from
plasm to plaoe, stopping a day or a
week at each.
So far as is known, the first shoe
factory in Maseachneetts was site-
sted in Dunvers, not far from the
historic house in which Gen. Porter,
of revolutionary fame, was born. As
early as 1796 various shoemakers were
at work currying, cutting and shoe-
making at the original faetory is
Danvers.
The original shoe factory of Den-
ver' can, it is said, be reprodneed
without undue expense, and as the
hoot and shoe Interest in Masiuseho-
setts is now not only well estenlishest
but enjoying an unusual amount of
commercial prosperity, with a largeo
foreign market than it evier had bes
fore, It is thought probable thet the'
exhibition will be representative in
many respects.
The chief counties to which Amer-ican shoes are sent are Australia,
England, the West Indies, Cape Town,
Ilexioo and Canada.
Finer te invest.
the man who gets the most cut etlife Is the one who is always looking
up, who is determined that everythinghe does, every investment be mane,
shall leave him a little higher up, •tittle further on. To leorn, therefore,bow to spend for the higher faealt.iseinstead of the lower, so that the manlyquell tics, rather than the animal, maybe developed, is a problem that sonefronts um—Success.
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Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bate
etc, etc.
BACON'S
1 DRUG STORICS.4
7th & Jackson Sta. phone 337& Clay Sts.. phone 311.
7. E. Hendrick, J. G. Miller
HENDRICK is MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms r, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, $23 1-3 Broaaway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-c/a.. Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furnituse on
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
au to 919 South Third St.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEY'AT"LAW:
109 1-2 North FM-1h Street, Upstairs
Commercial and Co-operative
Business a Specialty.
T. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
Room is end te Columbia Brdai.
Old now ton.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms is, si and is. Colscohil
Paducah. - ▪ - Kentucky
1. C. Flournoy. Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
/looms aid and sr& Fraternity Ira,
Will practi_f.e in al/ courts of Ky.
and ILL
f DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to to a. in.. to 3
p. M. and 7 to 9 p. M.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
caz Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Kentucky.
—When in Want of—
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
et Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith-
ing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
319 Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, 956-red.
0
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.—Rooms 203 and toe
Fraternity Building.
Office phone ast, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
Very Low Rates
Announced, via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely bow rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the following
special occasions:
Richmond, Va.—Farrners' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sokl to
these points from all stations on the
Southern raihvay. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting Ynes
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
bon, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Weer-
ington, D. C.
C. IL HUNGERFORD, I). P. A.,
Louisville, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN/ A. G. P. A., St.
Louis. Mo.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
.. HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
zoo Room Hotel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING.
SQUIRREL HUNTINQ AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus this Meets all Trains.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
Phone reys. „ •
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want "our clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 329 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURVEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Brodway, Paducirte Ky.
New Phone 490.
Specialties:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Lam.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4, Columbia building.
Phone zoo Red.
Paducah Undertaking
Company.
S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst
305 South Third Street
Residence over store.
Both Phones ito —Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera,
too North Fifth. Both Phones au.
Residence it4t Clay. Old phone ay
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones 240 at residence. Office hours
7 to g I. in.; z to 3 p. in.: 7 to 9 p. so.
A. S. DA.BNEY,
T IS T—
Troeheart Br-Aiding.
Henry Mantrnen, jr., the reliable
hook manufacturer, Blank Nooks,
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Library work a specialty.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
street.
At the head of the class, Elks'
Dream lot Cigar.
The Louisville
Evening Post,
An Independent Newspaper at the
Rate of Only
25e PER MONTH BY MAIL.
A department for everybody.
FAIREST EDITORIALS,
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,
BEST MISCELLANY,
BEST SHORT STORIES,
BEST BOOK REVIEWS,
BEST CHILDREN'S PAPER,
BEST HOME NEWS,
BEST CONDENSED NEWS,
BEST MARKET REVIEWS,
BEST OF EVERYTHING.
PRICE BY MAIL:
ONE YEAR 
SIX MONTHS 
THREE MONTHS $1.2e
ONE MONTS 
' Sac
Sample copy if you wish.
Address Circulation Dept,
THE EVENING POST,
Louisville, Ky.
ANY MAN MAY
create an estate in an hour that would
require a long life to earn otherwise,
by protecting his life in the North-
western Mutual Life, the best Com-
pany in America.
C. B. Hatfield
General Manager.
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
OWN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to zosi South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
ems.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist)
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Phone zoo.
Residence, Big Broadway.
Phone 149.
.S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has $173,nee
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms; also three safes.
Houses for rent.
Telephone, old, r1565.
D. 0. ulARK
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
soll-aio Fraternity Building.
Office also Park Bkrir. Mayfield Ky.
• 
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
Democratic Speaking.
The city candidates for the various
offices to be voted for at the demo-
cratic primary Aug. 21 will speak at
f...dlowing time and place. Everybody
invited to come out and hear them.
The epeakings will occur at 8 o'clock
p. m. at the places and on the dates
below given;
City hell, August 19.
Come one, come all, and bring your
friends and hear what they have to
say. Every citizen ehould be inter-
ested in the affairs of the municipal
government of hie city. Bring your
wives and children; nothing will be
said or done that will mar the tender-
est refinement of the hearers.
Death at Mason's Mill.
'Mrs. Kate Codrer, aged 22, wife of
Josh Crotzer, died at 140a,con's Mill
Thursday night and was buried yenter
i.sy at the Palestine grave yard. A
husband and baby survive her. Con-
sumption was the cause of her death.
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
if we do the work.
Warren & Son, ri4 North Sixth.
Phone 54i-A. _
•
di'V011 ERIS ; I ALL
BY TOM V. MORGAN.
Them is a wreck :down at Spooner's
house—a yreck that was formerly a piece
el blithe manhood, with a marked tendency
to talk and a wen on his head. The wreck
I* question used to be saluted lay his cred-
itors as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, ha the higheet
weave, now is sorrow and woe in largo
suantities and a dilapidated bureau is re
ruarkably small pieces.
Ti. bureau in question arrived in the
Ma/Rower, so Spooner used to proudly ac
amt. Unfeeling neighbors used to some
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearance of having come in the Ark.
But neighbors will carp and let their hop
Lan through your eabbage-patch in wild
and bristly freedom, so 'ke will take their
sneers at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
subject that worried Spooner lint bears
the pall of darkness and bumps settled ova
the happy home. How to. get it away was
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's only daeohter, Cycdonie, had,
at least, been so fortunate as to eorral
feaflem being, who made her his wife---and
she was Cydonia Spooner no longer. It
Is not the purpose of the writer to die
tribute the idea that, but for this time
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would4.4b become more altitadinois. Far L'.041.
Al\ She simply teased, as a Spooner, tc
make the mene at therm daily repasts look
as if attacked by an itineraat olds and
 to rw
mark plaintively that woman's mission ay
earth was not cloudy defined around tbs
edges.
Now that their daughter had succeeded
is committing matrimony in the first
degree, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved Se
do the proper and appropriate Wag. Attu
much Camtictilar thought, they decided to
present her ties snored bursas, arouse
which clustered sash hallowed assechatione,
like them iadieesous te an old
sobs.
The mend bureau was located in the
secoad story of the Spooner domicile, is
the "spare" bedroom! Mew to get it down
stairs was the qualities.
The time, several pears before, when
I. the draressa, had Raised the pow
iletons piece of furniture to the mam4
story window, by mean. et 'seek rope and
profanity, was still fresh in Spooaer's want
Is remembered that deems had messureal
the bursae, which was an snersoully d.
Moped tisk and then had measured the
stairway.
"Tee wide to, the stairs.' mas Jaw? ear
List.
Se without any more fuss he had pre
seeded to haul it up the side of the home
and introduce it through a window.
lhat Spooner considers himself a peer is
Ile way. el esacentrated think, I. any two
hoed drama& that ever wore a hairy bee.
Per ler a beard and charged 40 pieces el
elver to, earryine a flOnest trunk twe
Meeks. He knew, without mossurtng, that
the stairs were wide enough for the be.
Mak %nee-handed and aloe. he attacked
Ike lugubriciem piece of feraitere in he ewe
Native 'pare bedroom.
By dint of much polling and am Keel
amount of healing, he succeeded in wrest
Sag it to the head of the stairway, in spite
at the fact that it seemed eentinually te
sock its AlLir0 into, the floor,. in • deter-
mimed effort to reset the departure.
Getting shoed, he carefully lowered the
haresu toward himself. The operation wee
only marred by the trifling accident of all
Ike &ewers slipping oat at see and the
tame time, and all but Sb. last as. hada
bug some portion of Spooser's person as
they tell, • wooden shower, epee him, saidlanded below is the "leg" of the Oak-
we.e. The last and heaviest drawer dm
Spot, the regular order of proceed.
lag 
m
and wrong side up, en • Spooner's
heat ahnnlders and bowed head. Kis held
an the Mayflower heirloom slipped sad the
saved plisse fell forward masa him. the
*pi stradag him wisely twalath the attn.
Down they weak with aL the assitemeni
bad celerity that attend the passage si
Limo rushing frantically down the corridors
of thee.
Spooner was a !rid', In advance of the
bores, when both &reeved in the "jog" ofIke otairwsw.
The drawers which lard made that...dense.
a few seconds before, lay in • confused heap,
with all possible corners upward to wig
some the nest hilarious Spooner.
Be landed an all these corners and sew
mal more that seemed to put in as appear
ink for that occasion only, and the el.
attest and vindictive bureau steed swear*
p on ita bead on his quivering eorparesity.
A wild, unfilled yell, so irharp yet se vol-
e/ninon, that it startled the bate out of the
phininey and brought Mrs. Spooner to the
not of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she shrieked
'What, oh! what has happened to it r
Presently a islet voice piped up from the
bottom of the pile where Spooner was do
lag a 'Distortion set beneath the bureau:
"The precious berme Is uninjured as
pet," it said, "hut I am mortally wound
it by this reline-made demon!"
Frightened at the awful condition of hoeipouse, buried beneath a mountains of is.
nerveless furniture and with se issuratioe
is his his, Mra. Spooner raa fee assist-ince. Presently she returned with neigh-
bor Killer. By Ide strong arm, the wreck
it manhood was drawn from beneath the
sill exultant heirloom of the Roundheads
Another measurement was instituted, and
former decision of Jeep, the drayman,
was vindicated. The bureau would go ne
larther down the "jog,' for the stairway
was mush aarrower from there dews.
Without. word, but with a terrible dark.
this moire depicted on his codIL*111dee" and noes oeveral inches out or
plumb, Spooner, assisted by Bihar, set to
work to force the bureau up Se the top
d the stairs again. This they succeeded
is ecoompliehing, in spite of the Puritanical
resistance of that stubborn orthodox sheet
at drawers.
Thou Spooner rolle It ever, and over,
and, with the neigh •'s aid, he bakacred
s • moment on the Wedow-eill.
With a smile of almost fiendish joy and
a spasmodic hiteh to his pantaloons, slow,
l'elipping sway from the *latches of his
me rear inumander battoa, Spooner pushed
bureau, sow thoroughly frightened, out-
ward, and it hurt' d through the air like
Ike light of • brass- sobbed meteor. With
trash, it lauded en the stone-doorstep,
two Amiss below, ad was nothing but a
3reck of its former grandeur.
Col. Vriadypiss. e's valuable dog, of the
tench-legged persuasion, had, but a nao-
sent before, been mewing an overshoe
as the doorstep. Now he lay under the
'arum—only a mnine recoliection, • baby
sreassespet.
Cyelonia get se wedding present from her
parents; Spooner got nothing but a allotse
assortment of bumps and abrasions said
4 bill for $211, mid to be the value ef the
lete dog. T. all of which be eidergated
• such yieseresiss 0~0 the* her sem II
Morel trial he the seer distance.
Miserahle, beeseel--Geed
4trISitiONSIetwet-e41.- - .
intlIPERS 3M.LED FOR D
Sow York Heaters Oblison11 I. Pap
$600 dor • Day'. Oaaalag
eiee ak.sis Ferns.
John Hendrickson, a breeder ed
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
On the Conhecton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re-
natty found four ef his finest young
heifers in .the field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, which had en-
tered the bodies just behind the fore
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, had passed over
his farm in quest of partridge, and
that erhota had been heard in the
vicinitylof the field where the settle
were at pasture.
The deed heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounde that
trilled them that they tore a. strong
resemblance to does by renown of
their delicately formed Drabs. He
wadi seised with the idea that they
had been misteken for deer by the
hunters.
Beadrieksoa went to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. We ascertained
their names and addresses in New
York and after considerable difiesulty
located them. Bs has just returned
after seeing them, and as a reenit
et his visit he S.300 rtsbe, than
when he went to the eity.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
Spank Clawson. of Masai*. TM. Owe..
ammo, Seeinlaely Isessomosnii-
aisle Dlineultiem.
Atlanta, a small town son* ad
Bloomington. IN., has in Prank Clew.
eon a fiddler whose chief bid for
fame Iles in the !net that he is with-
out hands. Clawson has besse• per-
former on the violin dace b•yheirA
mad Mit skill was such that be was in
demand at every country dense in
that part of the country. Several
pearl ago he was caught In a blis-
used and both hands were as badly
trosen that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that Ma fid-
dling days were over, the old insane
cunt woe laid away by the owner.
The oid-time longing I. bring out
musk became toe strong I. be
slated. and he ooncelved the unique
Idea of playing without heads. He
made a esontrIvanee out et heavy
wire, which enabled him to wield the
bow. The matter of angering was
more titian:11e but by hard practloo
he trained the stamp of his lett hand
an snake the necessary shifts tress
ens string to another, said from pie
olden I. position. With the fiddle
held in Oros by hie akin and knees.
sad with the help of his finpreee •
Irma, Illowiron manages to pls.)
*early as much mimesis as formerly.
A YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
Oro °artistes. of Iowa
Olaime the 1140411,0V4 tow Me
11 ors h w eat.
— —
• grandmother ars 20 ts the record of
lira. James P. Carlatoa, of Iowa Yana,
La., who shims the dbatInction of being
the youngest grandmother in the es-
tire nortbweet. She is loping to be a
great-grandmother by the limo she
is ii,
Mr and Mrs. Cartes were mar-
ried in Ohio 15 years ago, Mrs. Carle tom
being only 11 years old when she was
woeed, won and led to the altar by hen
youthful schoolmate. Less than two
rears later, when only 11 years of age,
site became a mother. Th• 'tendency
toward early marriage/ale the Carlene:ea
Saintly was tranamitted to the devil-
ter, and two years ego, at the age of le,
she was married. Last week idle be-
came a mother.
Until recently James P. Carleton was
postmaster at Iowa Palle, but few
months ago he and his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn., where their daughter
sad grandchild reside.
Movismost tow lionelltiug tee iliegro.
A promising movement has been
started in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The idea orig.
hated with Dr. B. le Jones, of Rich-
meted, and severe] prominent and
wealthy negroes ere associated with
hint. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will be established near
Richmond. Plots of ten acre. each
will be laid off, and upon each will
be erected • fonr-roorned log colds
of antique style. These plate will be
sold on easy installments plans to
negroes anxious I. better them-
selves. They win he gives praatical
and systematic instruction hi farm-
lug, an experienced expert from the
Institute at "Hamptou being engaged
an instructor.
Man • Prodigious Tunnel.
• bold, restierkable project is re-
seafaring attention among Russian en-
gineers. It la proposed to constrnet
a tunnel under the main shah of the
Caucasus mountains from a point ee
miles south of Vledikavkaa. The tun-
nel will be 22 miles long and sort
1175,000,000. Le soon as the Trans-Si-
berian railway Is finished, It is be.
dared, this Outuresien tunnel, which
Lea the warm support of the vicar.
will be eommenord. From a military
end oommoreiel point of view the
work will be.? mat importance. as
she cooly direr. oenammaieseloa with
leaum-Caneadita from southern lassie
is by an ordinary road from VhediJa
6.10111 LIM&
FRESei Faslittri
Weer Ideas la Dress Oruansentatlee
in Evidence in the Up-tes-Date
Gootenseis,
A charming evening for e
eoung girl is of rich miroir satin,
veiled with either white, gold or col-
ored net, showing a delicate design of
lace or ribbon applique ift a floral de-
sign, alternating with rosee or ca.
mellias sewn on in a studied careless-
1022, says the Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal has intro-
fated an effective novelty this season,
namely, black velvet roses, about the
size of the palm of one's hand, ready
to applique onto silk, lace or chiffon.
There is en open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawn. These roses make the moat
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brides
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a hamdwome lace
Bounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
horn, put on very tuft and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society tenctien ia Paris
one of the most picturesque and no-
ticesble toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis XVI. corsage formed •
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decollet-
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline transpar-
ent long loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a bleak velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be
novelty, although unique ant exceed.
laxly beautiful example. are contino.
ally being produced, so the seekers for
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have tarred
their attention to the !hessian produo-
lions. The costliness of these articles.
which are truly works of art, is muffl-
e-tent guarantee that they wftl not be-
come too popular, and their beauty
end variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of lace are gaining he
favor rather than losing their prim-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on foulards,
especially white foulards, with fine
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
I. always cut away from beneath the
lace, which eves it a light effect.
White foulard with black Chantilly
incrustations is a good combination.
It is less expensive than the very rich
embroideries end in man,: ways ho
very desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
A Otsterestable Cleneh That la Foal',
Made at House—An Astiguse
Oak Seale, Eta.
Pew families, whether in tows or
eountry, have sufficient closet space
in which to keep gowns sad
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way,
in any case, is to lay them fatly
and smoothly in a box large crouch
to accommodate them at their full
length. Such a box may be made
at home in such a way as to serve •
double purpose—that of °ouch and
wardrobe combined, says the New
York Tribune. A stout box of nnpeent-
td wood, six feet forts inches long by
about three feet four inehes wide, can
be constructed by any big boy or hie
mother without difficulty, using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a cross strip
near earh end, and must be firmly
hinged on the box. Lin. the inside of
the box and lid with a servicoable cartel
brie or silesia. Then nalt• oushion,
deep and springy, to the toy. This
cushion may he made of an old hair
mattress picked to pieces and put in
new ticking of the proper sire, or of
“wool waste," or may be procured at
little expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz in
bow plaits all around the box, and cover
Le top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter with a full pinked ruching
of the fabric to conceal the opening,
gee* s strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift it, and it is well tei
fasten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to !avoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped with pillows and with an af-
ghan thrown over the foot, this makes
a comfortable conch by day, and evenby night if necessary.
An excellent hall table for a country
house was evolved not long ago by an
Intrerlous girl from an ordinary un-
apintled kitchen teble without a leaf.
She *awed two inches from the legs.
then stained the whole with a blacks
rain, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put in.
stone jar, with just enough water to
rover them, and left to simmer on il,et
stove for half a day. This liquid w. s
applied to the wood and left to dr, s
Rissegar in which • number of rust;•
nails had been eteeped wee them
brushed over, and repeated until the
gable acquired a good antique oak col-
oring. Brass rollers were then fas-
tened on the legs and an old-fethioned
brass handle put on the drawer, which
ea, sta......d iise out.
side, And served for holdinggloves,eta.
A scarf of dark red leather was fas-
tened down the middle of the table with
brass heeded tack.. and,behold! areal.
ly handsome "old' (o3s" hall table!
Ant a Goad One,liollismols he Oaks. Willie—Pa, is re litete a professienA year ago there were 1.01111 rails er a business/
sebeeslahe CteSs. MON) 'Wire& Pa—Well, that depend• upon citeNew Aim ore IMAMS wheal ebb nunseane". If y,,,•re es the win.
MM. sod new imessii ass Wog aim
 aide Ws a I nadanag,—,PhiladebiWI& — 
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C erson ays
TEN PER CENT OF THE MO-
SQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
THAT CARRY THE MALARIA
GERM. YOU SHOULD EXER-
CISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
YOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING
BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS
INSECT.
SKAT SKEETER
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT UP IN
TWO SIZES, icic AND asc.
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG. STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. ao.
Cots 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
POPULAR WANTS
The Kentucky Realty Co., lo8 Fra-
tsrnity Buildipg. Old phone 851.
WANTED—First-class cook for
smalt family. Inquire 'at 408 Wash-
ington street. tf
WAN3.r.D-sVdhlte *gird to do gen-
eral hous-eiVotk. Call at 319 Clark
street or telephone
FOR iRlillsiT—Furpished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
,WIANTED—To rent a 4-room
• house or flat for small family. Old
'phone 03o. MRS. J. K. LEMON.
WANTED—Any person to distrib-
ute our samples; $t&oo weekly, steady
"EMPIRE" 4 Wells street, Chicago.
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
rO.OPAStis electric lights, gas, hydrant
and ctstern Water. Apply 513 North
Sixth.
LOST—One water spaniel dog,
eleven months old; comes to call of
"Buck;" black in color. Return to
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
street, for reward.
WANTED—Men to learn barber
trade. Few weeks completes. Po-
sitions guaranteed. Top wages paid
graduates. Can earn expenses be-
fore finishing. Write today. MO-
•LER BARBER COLLEGE, St.
Louis, Mo.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
ihrelling, seven 'rooms, lane recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
/ trees. Wil sell on terms to suit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone elo. 63o.
011111••=•••1•1•111, 
Saturday Morning, Aug
r14.1111, •1=MIESmo..., 
19. 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
—Mrs. Peck, wife of Captain Peck,
of 64 —Henrietta, has an attack of
malarial fever.
—Mrs, Sam Bryant has adopted the
onc-monthe, old child whicn was left
at the Rescue • Mission several days
ago.
—Emma Toliver, a negress, was ta-
r ken in custody yesterday afternoon
McCune and Alexander, on the
iharge of petty larceny.
—A five-year-old son of M. W. 0.
Sutherland, of the local I. C. shops,
fee yesterday while playing with com-
panions and broke his arm.
—The Knights and Ladies of Hott
or met last night in their ha W room
and received a new petition which
' was accepted, and the initiation will
take place next Friday night.
—Mr. 'Will V. Green, traveling
salesman for the Hs A. Petter Boat
store, was injured at 'Metropolis Fri-
day afternoon. He was standing in
front of the boiler that was being re-
paired at the Bending works, when
a water pipe of considerable size fell
on him, painfully bruising hs face
and shoulder:
Mrs. Ben Vire, of Mechanicsburg,
is Visitingiriends in Smithland.
T. J. Murphy and C. Wallis, of May
eld, were in the city yesterday.
Mrs. J. R. Lemon, of Mayfield, spent
yesterday in the city.
John, G. Lovett, Judge R. Shern-
well, Hud Strow and Joe Ikandon, of
Benton, were in the city yesterday.
Mrs. Dr. Penelley and two daugh-
ters leave today for a two weeks' so-
journ at Dawson Springs.
Mrs. I.izzie Sheppard leaves today
fer Paris, Tenn., after a visit to her
sister, Mrs. T. A: Baker.
Miss Susie Thompson has returned
from a visit to Kansas City and sev-
eral places in Colorado.
Mr. F. E. McCauley, of Atlanta, Ga.
is at the Palmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Baker will
leave next week for Bowling Green,
Ky. They will be gone several weeks.
Mr. and Mks. C. E. Everet and Miss
Grace Everet have returned from Day
ton, 0. Mrs. Everet and Miss Everet
have been away six weeks.
Mrs .Gus Tate is home,from Daw-
son.
Master Cullen Tate leaves Inext
week for Bellbuckle, Tenn., to re-enter
school.
Miss Emma Thompson leaves Mon-
day for a two weeks' visit to relatives
ip_Chicago.
-Mi9s Lula Reed has returned  fro%
a six weeks' trip through the West.
Officer Will Orr and wife are visit-
ing in Calvert City.
John Munsley has returned from
Mt. Vernon, Ind.
Patrolman E. H. Cross is in Mor-
ganfield on business. •
Mr. H. R. Stanfield has returned
from a visit to Clarksville.
Mrs. A. F. Lagewall and son re-
turned yesterday from a visit to Mem-
phis.
Mrs. Win. Hughes leaves today for
a week's visit to Princeton.
and Mrs. Es R. Overbey, of
Fredonia. Ky., were in the city yes-
terday.
Mr. and Mrs. Blake Godfrey are so-journing at Hinson Springs.
Mr. Fred Roth has returned from
Louisville.
Messes Katherine and Ethel Robert
son have returned from Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Kilcoyne areevis-
icing relatives in Fancy Farm.
Dr. and Mrs. Dr. Reynolds, of May-
iteld are here on a vieit.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Hamilecsn, of
elayeeld, are inehe city.
Mrs. Millie Davis, Miss Hattie Da-
vis and Mr. Frank Davis left last night
for a week's visit to Cerulean Springs.
Mr. T. L. Barnett, of Murray, is in
the city.
Mr. Arch Sutherland has returned
from Creal Springs.
Mr. M. J. Sebolt, of Louisville, is
ii• the city.
Mr. M. K. Wearers. of Cairo, is here
on a visit.
Muproe Burnett and two sops are
spri4ng tee week with a fishing party
in Trigg county.
Misses Dale, Ruth. Hazel and Ben-
Ish Johnson, of Princeton, are guests
of Mr. Bud Dale at the Richmond
House.
Joe Ryan, of Murray, is in the city.
Mrs. C. L. Bradley, Mrs. C. H.
Lradtey with their two sons and daugh
ters, of Monroe, La., are at the Pal-
mer en route to Grayson Springs.
They conduct the Monroe hotel in
their home town.
' Among the Sick.
Alonzo Hedges is suffering from
chills.
Herbert Leaser is reported much
better at Maxon's Mill.
•Howard Pleasant, is reported to be
improving from pleurisy.
Mr. W. A. Carter, local car inspec-
tsn. for the Illinois Central, remains
quite sick.
Judge Sanders, Who has been so-
journing at Echo Springs, is very ill
and unable to return home.
John W. Dickie ii very ill at Hot
Springs, where he has been for several
months. Mrs. Dickie, his wife, left
yesterday to attend his bedside.
Miss Maggie McLaughlin has re-
turned much improved after undergo-
ing an operation for appendicitis at
the St. Francis hospital in Leitchfield,
I ii.
Wants $5,000 Damages.
The Paducah Street Railway Com-
pany has been made defendant in a
suit for $5,000 damages. Laura Han-
ners, who is the plaintiff, asserts in
her petition that she was seriously
injured July 29 by a car moving
off while she was attempting to get
off of it.
Not Many Announcements as to
Services to Be Held.
Rev. W. E. Cave, the pastor, will
preach Sunday morning at the First
Presbyterian church. There will be
no services at night. The usual Sun-
day-school exercises will be held.
Second Baptist Church.
The subject of Rev. Cunningham's
sermon at the Second Baptist church
Sunday morning will be: "Affilia-
tions," and Sunday evening; "The
Need of a Savior."
Trimble-Street Methddist.
Rev. W. W. Armstrong has re-
turned from conducting a series of
meetings in Tennessee and will oc-
cupy the pulpit Sunday at the Trim-
ble-street Methodist church. .
ss
Tenth-Street Christian Church.
In the morning B. W. Bass, the
minister, will preach on "Great
Faith." In the evening S. K. Nwee-
ya, of Urmia City, Persia, will speak
on the Persians and the Mbhamme-
dan religion.
Third-Street Methodist. ,
The pastor, Rev. J. H. Fields; will
deliver a morning sermon Sunday on
"Prayer for the Peace and Prosperi-
ty of the Church." The evening sub-ject will be: "Prayer for the Suc-
cess of the Ministry."
Broadway M. E. Church.
Rev. Mr. Newell, the pastor, will
preach at the Broadway M. E. church
Sunday forenoon at the usual hour.
The subject for .his discourse will be:
"Doubt." No preaching at night, as
Mr. Newell has been granted a vaca-
tion and will take a part of it at least
in discontinuing the eveniug services
until the weather is cooler.
USED A CLABBOARD.
An Enraged Brother Helps a Way-
ward Sister Return Home.
There was a lively rumpus out in
the Jackson and Eighth street neigh-
borhood of the city Thursday night
late, which seems to have not reached
the police. According to reports a
colored brother, in fact, found a
young sister keeping company with
a man whom he did not fancy, and
went after her with blood in his eyes
and a biabboard in his hands. Those
who saw the return home say it was
a lively chase, as every time the sister
jumped the brother helped her along
with the clabboard with such force
that the licks were to be heard a
square or more, while yells for help
and mercy rended the air. The brother
most have been weary over his work
and the sister too sore to be seated
when they got home. The neighbor-
hood way thoroughly aroused over
the incident, and it is strange the po-
lice were not called.
THE INDIANS LOST
Yesterday at Vincennes, the First
Game of the Eight Series, Was
Played.
At Vincennes yesterday the eiget
game series began with Padesah
Four games sill be played there and
firsur here.
Yesterday the game resulted as fol-
lows:
r h e
Paducah 
 o
Vincennes 
 34 6
Batteries—South and Land; Dug-
gan and Matteson.
The game at League park yesterday
was a pretty contest and many spec-
tators witnessed the game.. The
score was 4 to o in favor of Metropo-
lis. Only five innings were played
The Antra, Ill., team was simply out
classed.
Paduchsn Reported Married.
Mt. 'Crocket Wright, of the city,
and Miss Laura Jones, of Calloway..
it has been reported, were married
this week at Murray. The couple,
together with a party of friends, are
spending the week on Mayfield creek
fishing and hunting. hlr. Wright is
a popular blacksmith of the I. C.
shops.
4
on theA painful gash was cut
head of Samuel Derrker, aged IO, SOA
of August Denleer, by falling from a
tree at his home CC Eleventh and Mon
roe streets.
—On account of Judge Lightfoot's
absence from the city the back tax
suits of A. M. Harrison against three
local banks were not tried.
—Remus Boyd, of Twenty-third and
Harrison streets, has been dismissed
from the Riverside hospital.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 18.7; falling.
Chattanooga, 7.0; fabling.
Cincinnati, 14.7; rising.
Evansville, 9.8; rising.
Florence—Miissing.
Johnsonville, 8.o; rising.
Louisville, 5.9; stationary.
Mt. Carmel, 5.6; falling.
Nashville, 10.0; falling.
Pittsburg, 5.7; falling.
Davis Island Dam, 7.6; falling.
St. Louis, 12.5; falling.
Mt. Vernon, 9.0; rising. sr,
Paducah, 9.6; rising.
The Saltillo is due tomorrow night
from St. Louis. -
The Henrietta has gone into the
Tennessee river.
The Pick Fowler will depart for
Cairo at.,3 a. m.
The Catherine has gone to Cairo
with a load of rock.
The Pavonia has gone on another
trip to Tennessee river.
The Reuben Dunbar will leave to-
night from Nashville; arriving here
early Monday morning.
The Sprague will arrive here in
about ten days to undergo repairs,
;which will be superintended by Mr.
James McCartey.
The work of pumping the water
from the sunken J. B. Williams was
not begun until yesterday afternoon
late, on account of not getting the
boats and pumping apparatus in prop-
er condition.
The Alice Brown, a monster tow
boat, and the tow boat Pacifiic, be-
longing to the same company as the
'J. B. Williams, passed up yesterday
afternoon for the scene. AEI of the
boats belonging to coal combine
bare being hurried to the scene to use
!their pumps. It is thought that the
i boat may be raised today.
Chicago Excursion.
The excursion to Chicago will leave
Paducah Union depot promptly at la
a. m., Tuesday, August rand., and will
not make any other stop inside the
city limits. The train will run via
Cairo. The Illiftois quarantine restric-
tions will not interfere with this ex-
cursion, but passenger. are advised to
psoctsre health certificates before leav-
ing the city. Fare for the round trip
Tickets good returning until
August 30th. Tickets good going only
on the special excursion train.
J. T. Donovan, Agent, Paducah, Ky.
G. ClIWarfielci, Ticket AV., Union
Depot.
Notice to Contractors.
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When Youre 'Dry asa Fish'
THE DRINK YOU WANT IS THE DRINK THAT
QUENCHES THIRST, COOLS THE BODY, TONES
UP THE SYSTEM AND MAKES YOU FRESH AND
FRISKY AS A KITTEN.
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
IS THE PUREST, MOST DELICIOUS BEER ON- TAP
ANYWHERE. IS MADE FROM CAREFULLY SE- .
LECTED MALT AND HOPS, BY THE MOST PER-
FECT MODERN BREWING SYSTEM.
EVERY DROP IS A DROP OF KEEN DELIGHT.
aducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Ask Your Grocer
For KEVI
ARISTOCRAT run
The Standard Flour of
The World,
lf
Bids will be received for the erec-
tints of.an Elks home at Paducah, Ky.,
according to plans and specifications
ftrrnisbed• by 0. D. Schmidt. archi-
tect. Plans can be seen at the archi-
tect's sffice. All bids to be in the
hands of the architect not later than
to O'CkCk 1. in. September 5, 1905
The right is reserved to reject any
or all bids.
A. W. GREIF, Sec
Elks Buildig Assn.
NOTICE TO SHIPPERS.
PADUCAH. ICY., AUG. 14, 1905.
THE STEAMER KENTUCKY
LEAVES SATURDAY, AUGUST
zoTH, AT 5 O'CLOCK PROMPT-
LY, AND WILL NOT RECEIVE
ANY FREIGHT AFTER 4:30 P. M..
THIS IS ON ACCOUNT OF TAK-
ING PEOPLE TO PITTSBURG
LANDING TO THE DEDICA-
TIO NOF THE TENNESSEE
MONUMENT IN SHILOH MALL
PARK.
Will Return to Benton.
Mr. Clint R. Holland, proprietor of
A boarding stable and wagon yard oo
South Third street near Kentucky ave
nue, has leased his stable to Mr. A. Z.
Farley„ of Birmingham, Ky., and is
preparing to remove his family back
to Benton, his former home. 'Mr.
Holland has been here in business for
several months, but is compelled to
release himself from business cares
on account of ill health.
i—John Breekinridge, the well-
known sportsman, is mourning the
loss of his fine bird dog. While vis-
iting in the country near Mayfield
some person shot the dog end killed
it. M. Breckinridge had been offered
$ze for the dog on several occasions.
—Jack, alias Hobo Kelly, white,
was warranted yesterday afternoon
and arrested by Officer Gus Rogers
on the charge of concealing a dead
dog in a sack and throwing it int"
the river
ICall Camp Yeiser Over
BSI TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.
Exclusive Exchange Connection
Independent Company's Exchange Connection
Discontinued.
 .-411111
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
11 :30 UNTIL 2 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 504i. 12:30 to,.
E.G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. seta.
PUBLIC SALE.
I will on Monday, August at, 1905,
about the hour of to o'clock a. m.,
at the city hall door, corner Fourth
and Kentucky avenue, sell at prblic
outcry to the highest bidder one hun-
dred (ino) feet of ground on Clay,
street, between the residence of Mr.
James M. Lang and one recently
buibt by Mr. Jeff Read. Terms mado
known on day of sale.
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
RUBBER TIRES.
Fee cash, until September Tat, I
will re-rubber vehicles with first-claes
International solid two-wire rubber
tires at to per cent, discount from
regular prices. J. V. GREIF, Man-
ager, 319 Kentucky avenue.
• 
Galvanized Rubber liloofing war-
ranted for steep or flat roof or over
old shingles, requires no coatis' or
paint. Ford Manufacturing On., Chi-
cago. G R.. Davis & Bros, erical
agents.
toc a Week for The Register.
• ••••••••••••
Electric Light Notice.
All bills are due and payable at tile
office of the company, Tao South.
Fourth street. Current will be dis-
continued if bills are not paid on or
before August to.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
For Sale.
For sale:. Stock of groceries at cop-
vet Ninth and Tennessee. Will ea-
change fait real estate or cash or note
with severity..
Get a, soc bottle ef Secthai. It it a
reliablei, powerful and prompt disin-fectant. Instantly deodorises and dis-infects any material it is applied to.
No matter how ietrid or offensive,,,
destroys and neutralises all poisonous
gases. arising from decayed animal ort
vegetable matters, arrests decomposi-
tion, and prevents contagion. It pu- 4
rifson the air without creating any
odor whatever. Diluie highly, ac- /
cording to directions and sprinkle
.out freely. It does not stain. For
ode at all drug stores.
•
•
•
FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
SherrillagRussell Lumber Co.
1NCOR.POR.ATIED.
Both 'Phones 295. Prompt DeliVery. Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
•
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